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Exploring new protic ionic liquids
From synthesis to fundamental properties
Eduardo Maurina Morais
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

The ionic liquid community frequently leverages the selling point that more
than a million new ionic liquids could conceivably be created. Nonetheless, the
number of commercially available compounds is orders of magnitude lower.
This highlights the fact that only a small number of all possible ionic liquids are
actively being researched, a reality particularly noticeable in the niche field of
protic ionic liquids. In such a scenario, research focusing on the development of
even a small number of viable alternatives to the popular alkylammonium- and
imidazolium-based cations could potentially have a big impact, by paving the
way for the synthesis of new families of ionic liquids. However, for these new
alternatives to be widely used by the community, they must be easy to synthesize
and have desirable properties.

In this thesis, I discuss the challenges that I have encountered and the lessons
that I have learned while trying to explore the chemical space of protic ionic
liquids. This exploration started with the development of a procedure for the
synthesis of pure and dry protic ionic liquids, which was used to make new
triazolium-based protic ionic liquids. Additionally, this first work highlights the
importance of using air-free techniques to analyze these hygroscopic compounds.
Later, these insights were used to develop a new setup for the determination
of ionic conductivity in ionic liquids. The latter was used in conjunction with
pulsed-field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance diffusion experiments and
density functional theory experiments to understand the differences in transport
properties between triazolium- and imidazolium-based protic ionic liquids. Finally,
we once again turned our attention to the imidazolium cation and explored how
simple modifications to its electronic structure, by means of functionalization
with electron-withdrawing groups, can enhance its acidity, and how that affects
the properties of these nitro- and cyano-functionalized protic ionic liquids.

This thesis aims to highlight the importance of developing new methods for
the synthesis and analysis of protic ionic liquids, as well as to explore how
computational modeling can be used to rationalize the observed differences in
the physicochemical properties of these compounds.

Keywords: Protic ionic liquids, acidity, transport properties, thermal analysis,
DFT
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Introduction 1
When I first started thinking about the title of this thesis, the first
term that came to my mind was "to explore". Simply out of curiosity,
I decided to ask the artificial intelligence model ChatGPT what is
the meaning of this word, to which it replied: "To explore refers to
the act of investigating, discovering, or examining something, often
with the goal of gaining knowledge, understanding, or experience.
It typically involves venturing into new or unfamiliar territories,
whether they are physical, intellectual, or conceptual", which is
quite a decent definition of what my PhD work felt like. Exploration
also seems to imply a non-linear journey, with twists and turns,
with a fairly well-defined starting point, but a blurry endpoint.
The starting point of this exploration was the development of new
proton-conducting materials for intermediate temperature proton
exchange membrane fuel cells1 and, although I don’t believe that 1: So-called high temperature PEM

fuel cells (HT-PEMFC) are expected
to operate at temperatures between
120 to 200 °C since they don’t use
water as the proton-conducting me-
dium.

this journey has reached a final destination yet, it has led me to
a better understanding of the fundamental properties of protic
ionic liquids, especially in regards to how these properties are
influenced by acidity. In this thesis, I will discuss the challenges
involved in this endeavor, from how to make new compounds,
how to analyze them, and how to use computational tools to better
understand them.

1.1 What are protic ionic liquids?

In short, protic ionic liquids are low melting point salts2 formed 2: Ionic liquids are typically defined
as having melting points below 100
°C; however, this is an arbitrary
definition that is employed with
some flexibility, meaning that some
compounds with melting points ex-
ceeding 100 °C are still categorized
as ionic liquids, as long as they share
other characteristics with this class
of compounds.

by the reaction between a Brønsted acid and a Brønsted base [1]
(Figure 1.1). They belong to the broader class of ionic liquids, which
are mostly represented by aprotic ionic liquids, i.e. analogous
compounds commonly formed by quaternization reactions of
amines with alkyl halides (Figure 1.1).

N
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R3 R2

+ AH N

R1

R3
R2

H

R4 X

A
A)

N

R1

R3 R2

+ N

R1

R3
R2

R4

X
B)

Figure 1.1: Generic reaction schemes
for the synthesis of protic (A) and
aprotic (B) ionic liquids. Note that
most aprotic ionic liquid syntheses
still require a subsequent salt meta-
thesis reaction to substitute the halo-
gen anion for another more suitable
anion.



2 1 Introduction

Although aprotic ionic liquids are significantly more commonly
addressed in the literature, the first widely recognized report of
a room-temperature ionic liquid3 was published in 1914 by Paul3: An ionic liquid with a melting

point ≤ 25°C. Walden [2], which described the discovery of the protic ionic liquid
ethylammonium nitrate. Curiously, this discovery didn’t seem to
be of particular interest to the scientific community at the time, or
even to Walden himself, since the field of ionic liquids as we know
it today truly had its start many decades later. I would argue that
the fact that the first ionic liquid was protic, points to the simplicity
of its synthesis, which is one of its greatest selling points. Due
to this simplicity, a variety of protic ionic liquids can potentially
be synthesized by combining different acids and bases (Figure
1.2). Furthermore, the structures of the cations can be modified to
achieve a large variety of compounds, for instance by changing the
alkyl chain length, adding functional groups, etc.44: The concept of ionic liquids be-

ing "designer solvents" [3] certainly
has limits, which will be discussed
further throughout this thesis.

Figure 1.2: Examples of common
cations and anions in protic ionic
liquids.
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1.2 Interests and possibilities

Although protic ionic liquids can be used in place of the more
common aprotic ionic liquids for a variety of applications, most
notably as solvents for many chemical processes, their most dis-
tinctive characteristic is the presence of a labile hydrogen.5 This5: This also implies that back pro-

ton transfer is possible, resulting in
an equilibrium between neutral and
ionic species, as will be discussed
more further down.

grants them a certain degree of Brønsted acidity, which can be
exploited in different ways. Due to this acidity, protic ionic liquids
have been used as dual solvent/catalyst systems for numerous
chemical transformations [4]. They have also been used as lower-
cost alternatives to aprotic ionic liquids in the dissolution and
transformation of biomass [5, 6]. Protic ionic liquids have also been
extensively researched in the context of electrochemistry, in applic-
ations such as batteries, supercapacitors [7] and, most notably, fuel
cells [8, 9]. Due to the presence of an acidic hydrogen (or multiple),
protic ionic liquids can hypothetically serve as proton conductors
without the need for other solvents, most importantly, without the
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need for water. This means that they can fulfill the role of water
as a proton conductor in proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFC) (Figure 1.3), allowing them to operate at intermediate
temperatures, i.e. at temperatures higher than 100 °C. In practice,
this could potentially eliminate the need for gas humidification
systems and increase the cooling efficiency of fuel cell stacks. Op-
erating at higher temperatures has also positive effects in regards
to the tolerance of the catalyst to gas impurities as well as to faster
reaction kinetics [10].

Figure 1.3: Schematic of a hydrogen-
/oxygen fuel cell. This type of elec-
trochemical device generates elec-
tricity by exploiting the two half-
reactions of hydrogen oxidation and
oxygen reduction at two electrodes,
separated by a proton-conducting
membrane.

1.3 Exploring new protic ionic liquids

Although these compounds have the potential to be used as proton
conductors, a series of hurdles must be surpassed in order for that
to happen. Relatively low thermal stability (higher than water, but
lower when compared to aprotic ionic liquids), high viscosity and
low conductivity are some of the most common problems with
protic ionic liquids. Additionally, introducing these compounds
to a supporting material (in order to make self-standing proton-
conducting membranes for instance) can result in compatibility
issues. As far as I’m aware, to date, no proton-exchange membrane
systems using protic ionic liquids have been reported to surpass
the power density of traditional Nafion®-based membranes [8].
This makes it clear that exploring new compounds, especially
ones with higher acidity [11], could be an interesting strategy to
follow.6 6: A higher ionic liquid acidity has

been shown to be related to faster
oxygen reduction reaction kinetics at
polycrystalline platinum electrodes
[12].

A large variety of compound structures is desirable in the field of
applied chemistry, since it allows for a wider range of physicochem-
ical properties, and in regard to the application of ionic liquids in
the field of proton-exchange membranes, certain properties are
extremely important. Thermal stability dictates at which temper-
atures the devices can operate, as well as their liquidus range.7 7: The temperature range within

which a substance is a liquid.The viscosity, which in turn is related to ionic conductivity will
determine the efficiency of proton conduction.8 Hydrophobicity 8: Assuming a vehicular mechan-

ism of proton conduction. More
about this in the next chapters.

will possibly affect the longevity of a membrane, since hydrophobic
ionic liquids are less likely to leach out of the membrane due to
the water produced during the operation of a fuel cell.

The development of new families of ionic liquids is evidently
important for realizing the original concept of "designer solvents"
[3]. In fact, the vast majority of the research being conducted
in the field of ionic liquids still primarily focuses on only two
families of compounds, imidazolium- and alkylammonium-based
ionic liquids. I believe that this fact indicates the need for a larger
variety of cation families with not only interesting physicochemical
properties, but also an ease of synthesis9

9: In small and large scales, which
also points to the need for keeping
the chemical complexity low and
using widely available precursors.and of modifications.
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1.4 What are we trying to accomplish?

The objective of the thesis work was to synthesize new protic ionic
liquids for use in proton exchange membrane fuel cells. This ob-
jective also required the development of methods for the synthesis
and analysis of these compounds. Additionally, since we wish
these new protic ionic liquids to be widely adopted by other re-
search groups, we aimed at keeping the molecular complexity low,
only using bases that could be synthesized with high purity (and
purified using simple methods, i.e. no chromatography10) from10: A large library of new bases

could certainly be synthesized and
purified by chromatographic meth-
ods; however, this would only be
reasonable when working in a mil-
ligram scale, which is not interest-
ing from the perspective of applied
chemistry, where we want to be
able to make several grams of com-
pounds with high purity.

commonly available precursors. This will hopefully allow many
other groups to synthesize and work with these new compounds.
This thesis will also explore how computational chemistry tools
can be used to better understand structure-property relationships,
particularly regarding acidity.

Although the fundamental objective of our work was focused
on applied chemistry (having the overall intention of eventually
developing new membrane materials), along the way it transformed
into an exploration of the fundamental properties (and how to
properly determine them) of protic ionic liquids, as it will become
clear throughout the discussions in this thesis.
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2.1 Essential concepts in protic ionic liquids

Ionic liquids are many times generically described as having
low melting points, negligible vapor pressure, low flammability,
good thermochemical and electrochemical stability, and good
solvation properties.1

1: Due to these properties, they were
also many times declared to be
"green" solvents. These highly op-
timistic generic claims were mainly
made during the early years of re-
search in the field and, although true
for certain ionic liquids, they are cer-
tainly not true for the entire class of
compounds.

Protic ionic liquids can share these general
characteristics to a certain extent, but as we will further discuss,
the reversibility of the acid-base neutralization reaction and the
presence of an acidic hydrogen in protic ionic liquids have a
huge impact on their properties. Additionally, the fact that these
compounds are made by this neutralization reaction, as simple as
it may sound, requires some considerations.

2.1.1 Synthesis by acid-base neutralization reaction

As previously mentioned, protic ionic liquids are synthesized by
an acid-base neutralization reaction. This means that in practice,
in order to make pure protic ionic liquid, equal molar amounts
of acid and base must be mixed. Sounds simple enough, but the
challenge of measuring and fully mixing these two compounds in
a controlled manner is not trivial. Acids and bases can be highly
corrosive, volatile and hygroscopic (or moisture sensitive), meaning
that a series of precautions must be taken to avoid introducing
impurities to the resulting ionic liquid. Measuring exact molar
amounts of a chemical is practically impossible, so no protic ionic
liquid is truly equimolar. In reality, the acids and bases should
be measured as precisely as possible in order to achieve a mole
ratio of acid to base that is close to 1:1. Losses of material must
also be avoided, since we must ensure that the full measured
amounts of acid and base actually mixed. These difficulties usually
lead to small excesses of either acid or base, which are normally
the main impurities in protic ionic liquids. Another important
factor to consider is that the neutralization reaction is highly
exothermic, which can lead to the formation of side products, as
well as to thermal decomposition. Hence, the temperature of the
reaction must be kept under control. Finally, one must consider
that purification procedures can also modify the composition of
the protic ionic liquid by unintentionally removing either acid or
base.
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As shown in Figure 1.1, the acid-base neutralization reaction that
forms protic ionic liquids is reversible. The extent of this revers-
ibility depends on the difference in pKa (ΔpKa) between the acid
and the base. For example, mixing equimolar amounts of a weak
acid and a weak base (small ΔpKa) will result in a mixture pre-
dominantly composed of neutral species and a small number of
ionic species, since the equilibrium of the acid-base reaction will be
dislocated towards the reagents (commonly called pseudo-protic
ionic liquids [13] or "poor" protic ionic liquids). On the other hand,
mixing strong acids and bases will result in protic ionic liquids that
are composed of mostly ions (commonly called true protic ionic
liquids). In short, this implies that protic ionic liquids can contain
both neutral (acid and base molecules) and ionic species (cations
and anions) (Figure 2.1).2

2: This aspect naturally leads to the
concept of ionicity, which will not
be discussed here, but has been ex-
plored at length in the literature [14–
17].

The equilibrium between these species
in turn depends on temperature, with an increase of temperature
leading to back proton transfer from the cations to the anions,
forming more neutral species [18]. This means that increasing the
temperature of a protic ionic liquid can lead to degradation, since
neutral, volatile species are formed. Additionally, the volatility of
these protic ionic liquids also depends on the volatility of the acid
and base.

B

B

A

A

Figure 2.1: Schematic representa-
tion of the liquid-gas equilibrium
in protic ionic liquids. A: free acid,
B: free base, +: cation, -: anion.

2.1.2 Fundamental properties of protic ionic liquids

With an understanding of how these compounds are made, I be-
lieve that some of their fundamental properties3 become quite3: For a more extensive overview

of all properties of interest in protic
ionic liquids, I refer to these review
articles [1, 4].

intuitive. For instance, the reversibility of the acid-base neutraliza-
tion reaction hints at the fact that protic ionic liquids are Brønsted
acidic. If we once again focus on this reversibility, the first step in
the back proton transfer reaction between the cation and the anion
is the formation of a hydrogen bond, yet another fundamental
concept in the field. The presence of networks of hydrogen bonds
and acidic species points to the possibility of using protic ionic
liquid as proton conductors. This was first demonstrated by Prof.
Watanabe’s group back in 2003 [19] but, after that, it has also been
demonstrated that pure protic ionic liquids (with an acid:ratio of
1:1) are not capable of efficient proton conduction in H2/O2 fuel
cells [20]. On the surface, this seems to go against the conclusions
drawn by numerous other studies that successfully used protic
ionic liquids as proton conductors in fuel cell systems [8, 9, 21];
however, the authors of this study [20] also demonstrate that a
small excess of acid or base (which are the most common impurity
in protic ionic liquids) can actually enable proton conduction. These
insights support the idea of pursuing studies on non-stoichiometric
protic ionic liquids [22] or mixtures of protic ionic liquids with
other basic or acidic compounds [23, 24].
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2.2 Physicochemical properties of protic ionic
liquids

The fundamental physicochemical properties of protic ionic liquids
are directly related to their macroscopically observed thermal and
transport properties. In this thesis, I will focus the discussion on
only a few properties relevant to the intended application in proton
exchange membrane fuel cells.

2.2.1 Thermal properties

Understanding phase transitions and thermal stability of protic
ionic liquids is essential for their potential application in fuel cell
systems. In order for these compounds to operate inside devices,
they must be liquids within the operating temperature range of
the device (having a liquidus range between approximately -20
and 200 °C).4 Not only that, but they must also be thermally stable, 4: It is important to consider that

once inside a solid supporting mat-
rix, the thermal properties of ionic li-
quids can change quite significantly
(confinement effects and surface in-
teractions), with glass transition and
melting temperatures being notice-
ably affected [25, 26].

not presenting any significant decomposition at the temperatures
of operation. Ionic liquids can present a series of different phase
transitions, most notably the glass transition (Tg) and melting
(Tm).5 During glass transition upon cooling, the ionic liquid mo-

5: Other common phase transitions
include crystalization (Tc) and solid-
solid (Ts-s).

lecules transition from a liquid state (a supercooled, viscous liquid
state) into an amorphous solid state (no structural order, with
ionic liquid molecules frozen in space with no long-range order).
On the other hand, during melting (upon heating), ionic liquids
pass from highly ordered solids (crystalline) to a disordered liquid
state.6 Additionally, information about the intermolecular inter- 6: Interestingly, certain ionic liquids

can actually show some degree of
nanostructuration by self-assembly
even in the liquid state [27].

actions within the bulk ionic liquid can be obtained from the Tg.
For instance, a low Tg can indicate low attractive intermolecular
interactions [28, 29]. Because of this, Tg is also intimately related
to the ionic liquid’s transport properties (which will be further
discussed below).

The thermal stability of protic ionic liquids is usually lower when
compared to aprotic ionic liquids. Another important distinction is
related to the mechanism by which these compounds decompose
(or vaporize7). In aprotic ionic liquids, many decomposition mech- 7: Although aprotic ionic liquids

are generally considered to have
negligible vapor pressures, in many
cases, they can actually be distilled
without decomposition [30].

anisms can take place, depending on their structure [31]. In the case
of these compounds, vaporization often leads to the formation of
neutral ion pairs in the gas phase [32]. On the other hand, although
protic ionic liquids can also degrade by the same mechanism, the
first decomposition event is usually caused by the back proton
transfer from the cation to the anion, forming neutral acid and
base molecules that can go into the vapor phase [4, 33, 34]. Thus
the thermal stability of protic ionic liquids is directly related to the
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ΔpKa between the acid-base pair, as well as to the thermal stability
and boiling point of the acid and the base.

2.2.2 Transport properties

The transport properties most relevant in the context of this thesis
are viscosity, ionic conductivity (which includes proton conduct-
ivity) and diffusivity. Viscosity (�) is related to the resistance of
the ionic liquid to flow, ionic conductivity (𝜎) relates to the ease
with which ions are transported under the influence of an external
electromagnetic field, and diffusivity (typically measured as a
self-diffusion coefficient (𝐷)) relates to the Brownian motion of the
molecular species in an ionic liquid.88: These properties are related by

the Nernst-Einstein (ionic conduct-
ivity and diffusivity) and Stokes-
Einstein (diffusivity and viscosity)
equations, as well as the Walden rule
(molar conductivity and viscosity).
For a general overview of these rela-
tionships, see reference [29].

Due to the protic nature of protic ionic liquids, these compounds
have long been proposed to support proton conduction [19]. Two
main mechanisms are commonly proposed for anhydrous proton
conduction: the vehicular and the non-vehicular mechanisms.9

9: In addition, two distinct non-
vehicular mechanisms are usually
proposed, proton hopping and the
Grotthuss mechanism. Even though
many authors use these two terms
interchangeably, they are two dis-
tinct mechanisms. An illustration of
their differences can be found in the
supporting information material of
the work by Karlsson et al [35].

As the name suggests, in the vehicular mechanism protons are
conducted from one point to another like passengers in a vehicle,
through the movement of protonated shuttling molecular species.
In the non-vehicular mechanism, protons are conducted by being
transferred from one molecular species to another, without the
need for long-distance translational motion (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation
of the two proton conduction mech-
anisms discussed for protic ionic li-
quids.

Vehicular

Non-vehicular

The most common example of this type of mechanism is the
Grotthuss mechanism. First proposed to explain the high proton
conductivity of water, this mechanism relies on a chain of molecules
connected by hydrogen bonds, where the molecular species readily
donate a proton upon receiving another. This mechanism has
been found in some ionic liquids [13, 36, 37] and most notably in
phosphoric acid [38]. Nevertheless, the vehicular mechanism seems
to be the predominant proton conduction mechanism in protic
ionic liquids. Once again, it is important to point out that a recent
study demonstrated that pure protic ionic liquids (specifically
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protic ionic liquids with a high ΔpKa, like [DEMA][TfO]) are not
capable of supporting efficient proton conduction in H2/O2 fuel
cells, requiring an excess of acid or base to do so [20] (or possibly
protic ionic liquids with a low ΔpKa [20, 39]).

These transport properties are derived from the interplay of dif-
ferent attractive and repulsive intermolecular interactions. This
explains why they are dependent on temperature, since inter-
molecular interactions are weakened by increasing temperatures.
The correlation between temperature and conductivity (or viscos-
ity) can be described by the empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
(VFT) equation:

𝜎 = 𝜎0 · 𝑒−(
𝐷·𝑇0
𝑇−𝑇0 ) (2.1)

in which 𝜎0 is the ionic conductivity extrapolated for infinite
temperatures, D is a parameter related to fragility (the strength
parameter), T0 is the Vogel temperature, while T is the absolute
temperature expressed in Kelvin. Interestingly, by fitting conductiv-
ity data (over a range of different temperatures) with this equation,
the 𝐷 parameter can be extracted, which relates to the fragility
of the ionic liquid.10 This property is extremely important, since 10: Fragility is a property of glass-

forming materials that character-
izes how rapidly the dynamics slow
down upon cooling towards the
glass transition temperature Tg or,
vice versa, how rapidly they change
upon heating from Tg [14].

having a high fragility means that the ionic liquid’s conductivity
(close to Tg) is highly responsive to temperature (a small increase
in temperature leads to a big increase in conductivity) [40]. A few
different ways of displaying the relationship between conductivity
and temperature are usually used, some of the most relevant being
the Arrhenius plot and the Angell plot.

Figure 2.3: Generic Arrhenius plot
of four hypothetical different glass
forming compounds (A, B, C and D).
The fragility of the compounds is
shown by the fragility index 𝑚. Re-
produced from reference [40] with
the permission of the publisher un-
der license CC.BY 4.0.

Figure 2.3 shows four hypothetical ionic glass-forming compounds
with two different Tg values and two different fragility indexes
(𝑚). This image clearly shows how important it is for ionic liquids
to have a combination of low Tg and high fragility, since that
means that the ionic liquid will remain liquid down to very low
temperatures and it will rapidly increase its conductivity as the
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temperature increases from Tg. The figure also shows how two
ionic liquids with the same Tg (A and C or B and D) can have
drastically different conductivities at a certain temperature due
to differences in fragility. Another way of interpreting fragility
without the need for calculating 𝐷 or 𝑚 parameters11 is by using11: 𝑚 = 16 + 590/𝐷[41]
the Angell plot (log of conductivity vs T/Tg), which is essentially
a Tg-scaled Arrhenius plot.

Figure 2.4: Generic Angell plot (Tg-
scaled) of three hypothetical differ-
ent glass forming compounds (A, B
and C)..
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This plot allows for the comparison of different ionic liquids as if
they had the same Tg. In this type of plot, it becomes clear that
generic compound A is more fragile than compound B, with C
being the least fragile one (also called strong). It is also helpful to
observe that the temperature increases from right to left, and as it
increases, the conductivity increases at different rates for different
compounds (since the curves have different slopes at 𝑇g/𝑇 = 1,
which is actually the definition of the fragility index 𝑚 [41]).

Another important way conductivity (log of molar conductivity)
can be used to determine the properties of ionic liquids (e.g.
ionicity) is by plotting it against viscosity (log of �-1), in a so-called
Walden plot [14, 42]. Finally, diffusivity (self-diffusion coefficients)
can give indications of which transport mechanism is predominant,
by comparing the self-diffusion coefficients of the labile proton
and non-labile protons in the cation (like ring hydrogens in the
case of imidazolium-based protic ionic liquids). Diffusivity can
also be used to determine ionicity [42, 43], differences in transport
properties between different species in the ionic liquids, diffusion
inside solid matrices, and many other properties [44].
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2.3 Understanding protic ionic liquids through
computational methods

2.3.1 What is molecular modeling?

As the name suggests, molecular modeling is a computational tech-
nique used to simulate molecular systems using various levels of
theory (from coarse grain models to quantum mechanical models).
In short, the idea is to build a geometrical representation of the
system (a set of coordinates for all atoms) that accurately depicts
the chemical system being studied and then calculate different
properties of that system based on theoretical models. The ideal
model of a molecular system would be composed of as many
atoms as the real system (or as many as required to account for all
long-range interactions), but that is practically impossible since it
would require an absurd amount of computational power. This
exemplifies the most obvious limitation of computational models:
either the molecular model is big (many particles) and the level of
theory is rudimentary (lots of approximations), or the molecular
model is small and the level of theory is sophisticated. In practice,
a lot of work is put into creating these geometrical descriptions of
the molecular models, since they need to accurately represent the
system being studied, but also be small enough to be computation-
ally viable. The most popular methods for molecular modeling are
based on classical (e.g. molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics)
or quantum molecular mechanics (e.g. density functional theory,
coupled cluster, Møller–Plesset perturbation theory). In this thesis,
we will mainly explore density functional theory (DFT) based
methods, since this theory strikes a nice balance between accuracy
and computational cost. In regards to the molecular model, we will
study isolated single ion pairs (with additional solvation models
to account for some of the effects of surrounding molecules).

Chemical
accuracy
heaven

Hartree-Fock
"hell"

LDA: VWN5

GGA: PBE

Hybrid: B3LYP,
ωB97X-D3

Double-hybrid:
B2-PLYP

Meta-GGA:
TPSS

Figure 2.5: Jacobs ladder of DFT ap-
proximations (with some common
functionals as examples). For more
details on the differences of these
methods and functionals refer to the
papers by Cohen [45], Becke [46] and
Bursch [47], as well as an excellent
video by Prof. David Sherrill [48].

According to quantum mechanics, all the information about an
atom (and by extension a molecule) is contained in its wavefunction,
as described by Schrödinger’s theory. Meaning that the reactivity
of a molecule, its spectroscopical signatures, and many other
chemical properties could be perfectly described if we knew the
exact form of its wavefunction. However, this is only practical
for very small systems (small number of particles), like a single
hydrogen atom isolated in space. If we wish to apply these quantum
chemical theories to larger systems, different approaches must be
used, involving the use of some approximations. These different
approaches are what I will refer to as levels of theory. Lower levels of
theory make use of many approximations and are therefore further
away from the "true" answer to Schrödinger’s equation. On the other
hand, high levels of theory can model electronic systems almost
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as well as the actual Schrödinger’s equation. Different models
have different strategies to deal with the "many-body problem" of
electronic correlation (i.e. the interaction of every electron with
every other electron). Quantum mechanical models, which are
generally segregated by how they deal with the "many-body
problem".12 In DFT, this gives rise to what are called functionals12: Systems with multiple interact-

ing entities are notoriously complic-
ated to compute, since every variable
in the system depends on all others.

(which fit into different categories, depending on the level of
approximation used to describe electronic correlation) (Figure
2.5). In order for these functionals to provide accurate results,
they must be combined with appropriate basis sets,13 solvation13: Basis sets are a set of primit-

ive functions (such as Gaussian or
Slater-type functions) that are com-
bined (linear combination of atomic
orbitals) to build the electronic wave-
function of a molecular system.

models (when required), and other corrections (like dispersion
corrections). The accuracy of these methods is usually determined
in reference to a "gold standard" method (usually a high level of
theory method such as coupled cluster). These benchmark studies
(like the excellent study from Georigk et al. [49]) serve as guides,
and help in navigating the incredibly diverse variety of methods
currently available.1414: For those interested in learning

more about the fundamentals of
computational chemistry, I highly re-
commend the book "Computational
Chemistry" by Prof. Jeremy Harvey
[50]. Additionally, for the practical
aspects of running DFT calculations,
I recommend the excellent paper by
Bursch et al [47].

2.3.2 Ways of modeling ionic liquids

As previously discussed, there are many different types of mo-
lecular modeling methods, from machine learning [51] to classical
[52] and quantum mechanics [53]. In this thesis, we will focus on
small systems; hence, we will discuss how to use DFT methods
to describe their properties, and how they change in response to
modifications to their chemical structure. In an ideal model of a
protic ionic liquid, multiple ion-pairs (and additionally neutral
species, i.e. acid and base) would be used to build the model, maybe
hundreds or thousands of molecules, perfectly representing the
solvation and long-range intermolecular effects. However, as previ-
ously discussed, this is not possible with high level DFT methods.
Most commonly, single ion pairs are used, and to account for some
of the solvation effects, implicit solvation models are used.15 Ionic15: In this model, the Coulombic ef-

fects of the solvent on the studied
molecules are approximated by sur-
rounding the molecule with point
charges.

liquids are usually very flexible molecules, transitioning between
many low-energy conformers. Ideally, ensemble methods would
be used, selecting a wide range of conformers, in order to better
represent the bulk state of the ionic liquid. If that is not possible,
choosing the lowest energy conformation of the ionic liquid is
the next best option (since this low energy conformer will have
the highest probability of being present in the bulk, according
to the Boltzmann distribution). This can be quite difficult, since
ionic liquids have a very "smooth" conformation space (many
low-energy conformers). To better understand this problem, let us
look at the example of the two hypothetical dimer systems (Figure
2.6). First, consider dimer A. The puzzle pieces can easily fit in
multiple different ways, therefore, their relative energies will be
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quite similar and the barriers to transition between the different
dimer configurations (conformers) will be very low ("smooth"
potential energy surface). On the other hand, if we look at the key
and lock (dimer B), there is only one obvious way they can fit,
making the other higher energy configurations less favorable and
harder to access ("rough" potential energy surface).

En
er
gy

Conformational coordinate

Dimer A Dimer B

Figure 2.6: Scheme of two different
one-dimensional potential energy
surfaces for two different dimer sys-
tems.

2.3.3 Molecular descriptors and computational analysis

With an optimized ion-pair geometry in hand, the next step is to
calculate the properties of interest. The IR vibrational spectrum
(Raman can also be additionally calculated) is one of the proper-
ties immediately available, since a vibrational analysis (using the
rigid-rotor-harmonic-oscillator approximation [54]) is required to
achieve a truly optimized structure. Also, since we now have an op-
timized geometry, geometrical information such as bond lengths
are also available. Partial atomic charges (using the CHELPG
scheme for instance [55]) and electronic potential maps can also
be calculated and used to determine charge distribution along the
molecule. The energetics of the molecule are also easily extracted
from the computational chemistry software’s output file (although
the use of some of these energies may require certain corrections
due to the basis set superposition error [56]). Some of the most
useful pieces of information about these systems are the frontier
orbital energies (HOMO and LUMO). Within the framework of con-
ceptual DFT (CDFT), HOMO and LUMO energies can be used to
determine electronegativity (𝜒), hardness (�), and electrophilicity
(𝜔) [57, 58] using these equations:

𝜒 = −𝜖HOMO + 𝜖LUMO
2

(2.2)

� = 𝜖LUMO − 𝜖HOMO (2.3)

𝜔 =
𝜒2

2�
(2.4)

These molecular descriptors can be used to determine differences
in the Lewis acidic (which is correlated with Brønsted acidity
as well [59]) character of different molecules. The wavefunction
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output file can also be used in conjunction with other software
(most notably MultiWFN [60]) to determine hydrogen bonding
energies [61],16 within the framework of the atoms in molecules16: Although the popular Espinosa

method for estimation of hydrogen
bonding strength was used in this
thesis, recently better methods have
been proposed [62].

theory (AIM) [63].

Finally, it is important to discuss some considerations about the
use of computational molecular modeling techniques. When in-
terpreting the results, one must consider that all models have
limitations. In the case of this work, as discussed previously, the
molecular models used (isolated ion-pairs with implicit solvation)
are not an absolutely true representation of the bulk phase of protic
ionic liquids, but an approximation. Also, the quantum chemical
models themselves are not perfect, not achieving the "chemical
accuracy heaven" (Figure 2.5). Although these methods are not
usually capable of perfectly predicting experimentally determined
observables (such as bond lengths and vibrational frequencies for
example), they can certainly get extremely close, making them
useful tools for determining general trends between a series of
compounds. In short, computational results should always be
taken with a grain of salt, and are better interpreted in conjunction
with experimental data.
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3.1 What to consider when making and
analyzing protic ionic liquids?

To start answering this question, we must first consider that in
some ways, making protic ionic liquids is no different from making
any other new organic compound. We must first synthesize the
intended compound, making sure that it has the intended chemical
structure. If we now want to determine its properties, we must do
so without modifying it in the process; otherwise, we are not truly
analyzing its intrinsic fundamental properties.

So, in which ways are protic ionic liquids different from regular
organic compounds? As previously discussed, they are made by
mixing equimolar amounts of acids and bases. Once again, to truly
achieve an equimolar mixture of two compounds is impractical, so
we should strive to achieve a ratio that is as close as possible to 1.
Accurately measuring these compounds without modifying them
is also not trivial; they can be corrosive, volatile, and hygroscopic.
Impurities must also be considered, since no compound is 100%
pure. Okay, let us assume that we now have two different containers
with accurately measured, unadulterated acid and base, which we
must now completely mix. This means, that every single drop of
both compounds must be accounted for, with only negligible losses.
This mixing must also be done slowly and at low temperatures, to
avoid any undesired side reactions or overheating.1

1: I speculate that even the order
of addition (acid to base or base to
acid) can have an effect on the final
product.

Finally, we must
consider whether purification procedures should be conducted or
not. There are quite a few limitations on what types of purification
procedures can actually be performed in protic ionic liquids, since
they cannot usually be purified by simple traditional methods,
like distillation, solvent extraction, and recrystallization. Two very
common purification methods involve the use of molecular sieves to
remove water and activated charcoal to remove colored impurities.
Both must be carefully considered and conducted, since they can
lead to the introduction of new impurities [64]. In traditional
organic synthesis, many of these problems can be solved by the
use of a solvent, but this introduces other issues in the synthesis
of protic ionic liquids. Overall, it’s important to understand that
ionic liquids require special consideration in regard to synthesis
and purification.2 2: For the purification and synthesis

of aprotic ionic liquids, see refer-
ences [65, 66].Assuming that we have a pure protic ionic liquid that is stable

and stored under appropriate conditions, how do we analyze it
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without changing it in the process? The answer will of course
depend on the type of analysis, but the basic principle that must
be followed is that the compound must be unaltered during the
analysis (unless the analysis is destructive of course, in which
case the sample should be unaltered until the moment where it
will be analyzed). Therefore, some of the same concerns that arise
when making protic ionic liquids will be relevant also during
the process of characterization (corrosion, thermal decomposition,
water absorption, etc.).

3.2 Avoiding moisture contamination with
air-free techniques

The use of inert atmospheres and air-free techniques is essential
to make and analyze these compounds, since one of the most
apparent properties of ionic liquids is their ability to absorb water
from their surroundings (hygroscopicity). The effects of water in
ionic liquids have been studied in length since the early days of the
field [67] and it can exert drastic impacts on most properties, like
viscosity, conductivity, etc. To avoid the interference of water, air-
free Schlenk techniques [68, 69] and glovebox systems can be used.
While Schlenk systems are significantly more accessible for most
researchers, the higher cost of glovebox systems can be justified
since they allow for the manipulation of these compounds under a
highly controlled atmosphere. There are many benefits of working
under such a controlled environment (reproducibility of results,
long-term storage stability, etc.); however, this environment also
introduces a series of constraints to experimental setups (space,
temperature control, limited mobility, etc.). The details on how each
synthesis and analysis technique was adapted to avoid moisture
contamination are further discussed in the next sections, as well as
in Papers I, II and III.

3.3 Our approach for making protic ionic liquids

Every time we contemplated the idea of making a new ionic
liquid, a few considerations were taken. Due to the application we
had in mind (proton conductors in proton exchange membrane
fuel cells), the ionic liquids should have high purity (as high
as we could achieve reasonably), should be liquid, its synthesis
should be reproducible, scalable (anywhere in the range of 1
to 20 g should be easily within reach) and if possible, solvent-
free.3

3: The solvent-free synthesis of
protic ionic liquids is only possible if
at least one of the components is a li-
quid; otherwise, an easily removable
solvent should be used.

Regarding the choice of acid, we decided to focus on using
trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (HTfO, also known as triflic acid)
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and bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (HTFSI), since both of these
strong acids are commercially available in high purity, and can form
thermally and electrochemically stable protic ionic liquids. Protic
ionic liquids based on the bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide anion
(TFSI) usually have higher ionic conductivity when compared
to other anions (due to its low intermolecular interactions with
the cations and its flexibility [70], reducing viscosity), as well
as potentially being hydrophobic, which is interesting for their
application in fuel cells.

3.3.1 Considerations when designing and synthesizing a
new base

Due to the previously discussed considerations, the synthesis of
the bases must also follow certain criteria. We wanted to make
sure that other research groups could replicate our work, so we
focused on keeping the complexity of the bases low, meaning that
they must be synthesized from simple, commercially available
precursors in only a few synthetic steps. They must be able to be
produced in decent amounts (at least 10 g at a time),4 with high 4: While a larger variety of bases

could be synthesized in the milli-
gram scale (and purified by chro-
matographic methods), scaling up
is usually impractical. However, this
could be a valid strategy for making
a large variety of compounds from a
matrix of acids and bases. Work on
the use of automated high through-
put systems to perform these types
of synthesis has been recently repor-
ted [71].

purity and without the need for complex purification procedures
(no chromatographic methods, ideally purified by distillation or
recrystallization). Finally, it’s important that these bases contain
only small amounts of moisture (preferably under 1000 ppm),
since this moisture will get carried to the resulting ionic liquid,
where it can be harder to remove. This can be easily determined
by Karl Fischer titration before the bases are permanently stored
inside the glovebox. In general, the synthesis of all bases was
done by a simple alkylation reaction using alkyl halides (Figure
3.1). Although simple, the reaction conditions and purification
procedures for each one of the bases had to be carefully considered
to increase the yields and produce only the desired products. More
details on this can be found in Papers I and III, as well as in later
sections of this thesis.
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N N
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N NH
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N N
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X

N N
X
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R3

X = C or N
R1,R2 = H, NO2, CN
R3 = C2H5 or C4H9

Figure 3.1: Generic synthesis
scheme for all bases synthesized in
this thesis.
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3.3.2 The concept of the synthesis setup

Paper I describes how a synthesis setup was constructed to take
into account all of the constraints previously discussed (as well
as some others, further discussed in Paper I). In short, the setup
(Figure 3.2) consists of two main modules, the syringe module
(parts 1, 2, and 3) and the Schlenk module (parts 4, 5, and a
stir bar). Liquids can be accurately and precisely measured (by
weight) on the syringe module, while solids or liquids can also be
precisely5

5: Accuracy is more difficult to
achieve, especially for solids.

measured (by weight) on the Schlenk module. This setup
is assembled and filled with reagents inside a glovebox, which
is necessary to avoid atmospheric moisture. Once both modules
are filled with the appropriate amounts of reagents, they can be
connected (through parts 3 and 4). The system is then removed
from the glovebox and connected to a nitrogen Schlenk line. At this
point, the Schlenk vial is cooled down with an ice bath (which is the
reason why at the time we worked on the research from Paper I, the
reaction was not conducted inside the glovebox. This changed for
the work in Paper III, as will be discussed in the next section) and
placed on top of a heating plate with magnetic stirring. Cooling is
necessary to avoid heat decomposition and side reactions, since
the neutralization reaction is very exothermic. The reagents can
now be slowly mixed by pressing down on the syringe plunger.
To make sure that no unreacted compounds are left on the walls
of the system (or inside the PTFE tube for example), the liquid
on the Schlenk vial is pulled back to the syringe and recirculated
through the whole system multiple times, guaranteeing that both
components (acid and base) are fully mixed. Now the protic ionic
liquid is ready to be brought back to the glovebox, where a final
purification procedure is performed before storage (using activated
charcoal and molecular sieves). This procedure resulted in pure
protic ionic liquids with very low water contents (Table 3.1). More
details on this procedure can be found in Paper I, as well as in a
video in its supporting information.

1

2
3

4

5

Figure 3.2: The setup developed
for the synthesis of protic ionic li-
quids. (1) 10 mL gas-tight glass syr-
inge with PTFE plunger seal, (2)
PVDF adapter, (3) PTFE tube, (4)
thermometer adapter, and (5) 25 mL
Schlenk vial.

Table 3.1: Purity assay and water content of the protic ionic liquids from Paper I.

Protic ionic liquid Purity assay Water content
(% m/m from 19F-qNMR) (ppm)

[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] 98.0 345
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] 98.3 553
[C2HIm][TfO]a 99.7 bdlb
[C2HIm][TFSI] 99.1 128
aFrom IoLiTec; bbdl: below detection limit
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3.3.3 Upgrading the synthesis setup

This synthesis setup described in Paper I is by no means perfect,
having a series of limitations. Our intention with Paper I was to
bring the issue of synthesizing protic ionic liquids to the spotlight,
in the hope that the community would improve our setup (or even
create a different, better one) while considering the requirements
and constraints previously discussed. One of the obvious limita-
tions of our setup was the need to remove it from the glovebox in
order to cool it. This cooling step cannot be easily achieved inside
the glovebox without creating highly customized systems. One
solution to this problem is to use a magnetic stirrer plate with
heating and cooling capabilities, which is the case of the Polar
Bear Plus system by Cambridge Reactor Design Ltd [72]. This
equipment can easily be placed inside the glovebox, without any
modifications required (either to the equipment or to the glovebox)
and can operate between the temperatures of -40 to 150 °C (as long
as the temperature of the glovebox doesn’t exceed 34 °C). With the
aid of this system, the ionic liquid synthesis setup doesn’t have to
leave the glovebox at any step, which avoids the risk of exposing
the ionic liquid to atmospheric moisture and drastically simplifies
the synthesis. This equipment was also used to perform the con-
ductivity measurements described in Papers II and III. Another
significant change in our synthetic procedure between Papers I
and III is the introduction of a solvent in one of the syntheses. In
fact, a big limitation of our setup is that it requires at least one of
the precursors to be liquid; hence, if two solids need to be mixed, a
solvent is required. We chose dichloromethane, since it dissolved
our base quite well, it is unreactive towards both precursors and
can be removed at low temperatures due to its low boiling point.
This is obviously not ideal, since it can leave solvent residues in
the ionic liquid (although we were not able to detect any in the 1H-
and 13C-NMR spectra of the resulting ionic liquid).

3.4 Characterization and property analysis

Before discussing the analytical techniques used in this thesis work,
it’s important to once again point out that they were all designed
to be air-free, in order to avoid as much as possible contact with
atmospheric moisture. Our objective was to ideally analyze the
ionic liquids in the same state as they are inside the glovebox, pure
and unmodified.6

6: Gas chromatography (for the de-
termination of base purity) and
Karl Fischer titration (water content)
were used in the thesis work and
are not going to be mentioned in
detail here. They are less relevant to
the work and they were not signific-
antly adapted. Experimental details
about these techniques can be found
in Paper I.A series of analytical techniques were used to determine a vari-

ety of properties, but in general, we are trying to answer a few
questions. Is the structure of the ionic liquid what we expect it
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to be? Is it reasonably pure? What are the phase transitions and
thermal stability? How do differences in the structure affect acidity,
intermolecular interactions, conductivity, and self-diffusion?

3.4.1 Spectroscopic analysis

Spectroscopic analysis relies on the interaction of matter with
electromagnetic radiation. In this thesis work, three types of spec-
troscopic methods were used: nuclear magnetic resonance spectro-
scopy (NMR), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
Raman Spectroscopy.77: It’s not my intention to give de-

tailed explanations on how these
well-known analytical techniques
work, since there are excellent re-
sources elsewhere. A basic under-
standing of these techniques is ex-
pected from the reader, hence I will
focus on explaining how these tech-
niques were adapted to analyze the
protic ionic liquids at focus in this
thesis.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

NMR spectroscopy exploits a quantum property called nuclear
spin (in the case of this work we were only interested in the 1H,13C
and 19F nuclei) to gather molecular chemical information from
both cation and anion. Under the influence of a strong magnetic
field, these nuclei respond to electromagnetic pulses in different
ways, depending on their electronic environment (depending on
what other atoms are around them); hence, this can be used to
extract all sorts of chemical information. It can be used to determine
molecular chemical structure, quantify species, compare Brønsted
acidity, or determine how different species diffuse (more about
this in another section below).

In regard to the practical aspects of preparing ionic liquid samples
for NMR analysis, it is necessary to point out that water has an
influence on the chemical shifts of protic ionic liquids, especially on
the shift of the NH hydrogen [43]. In order to avoid that, samples
were always prepared inside the glovebox, sealed, and analyzed as
quickly as possible. The chemical shifts of the ionic liquid are also
dependent on the influence of the solvent, hence, samples were
analyzed as pure liquids with the aid of coaxial NMR tubes (Figure
3.3) filled with DMSO-d6 with TMS (in the inner tube) for locking
and referencing. Additionally, some ionic liquids (from Paper III,
specifically) had to be heated to 60 °C during the acquisition of the
NMR spectra, in order to reduce their viscosity and significantly
improve the spectral resolution.

Figure 3.3: Coaxial NMR tube. The
outer tube contains the pure protic
ionic liquid, while the inside capil-
lary contains DMSO-d6 with TMS.

NMR spectroscopy can be used not only qualitatively, in order to
confirm the structure of the protic ionic liquids (and also to de-
termine the absence of some contaminants), but also quantitatively.
Importantly, to perform this type of quantitative analysis, the NMR
spectra must have been acquired under quantitative conditions. In
quantitative NMR (qNMR8

8: A good review on all aspects of
qNMR was written by Bharti and
Roy [73]; hence, in this thesis, there
will only be a short discussion on
the most crucial aspects to consider
when performing this type of ana-
lysis.

), the signals are collected in a way that
ensures that their peak areas are related to the concentration of the
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species producing that signal. This means that this technique can
also be used to conduct purity essays by using an internal standard
(a molecule that will serve as a reference of signal area per unit
of nuclei) of known quantity and purity. Many things need to be
considered when performing this type of analysis, but the first step
is to choose an appropriate internal standard. It must have a simple
NMR spectrum and have at least one peak (preferentially a singlet,
since its integration is simple and accurate) that does not overlap
with the analyte’s peak of interest. This standard should be soluble
in the NMR solvent of choice, non-reactive, non-hygroscopic, non-
volatile, easy to handle (since the compound has to be precisely
weighted, liquids with low volatility are quite well suited for this
application), and of high purity. For the quantitative data presented
in Table 3.1 (Paper I), 4-fluoroacetophenone was used. Triplicate
samples (of protic ionic liquid mixed with 4-fluoroacetophenone in
DMSO-d6) were prepared and sealed inside the glovebox in order
to reduce experimental errors and avoid moisture. These samples
were analyzed by 19F-qNMR, since it yields spectra with very
well-resolved and strong singlets. These spectra were acquired and
analyzed under suitable conditions (in order to get quantitative
conditions, see details in Paper I), which were in turn used to
calculate purities by the following equation:

𝑃x = (𝐴x/𝐴s)(𝑁x/𝑁s)(𝑊x/𝑊 s)(𝑀x/𝑀s)𝑃s (3.1)

where 𝐴x and 𝐴s are the peak areas of the analyte (𝑥) and standard
(𝑠), 𝑁x and 𝑁s are the number of fluorine atoms of the analyte and
standard molecules, 𝑊x and 𝑊 s are the mass amounts of analyte
and standard, 𝑀x and 𝑀s are the molecular masses of analyte
and standard, and finally 𝑃x and 𝑃s are the purities of analyte and
standard.9 9: This is conveniently implemen-

ted as a script in the MestReNova
software [74].

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Molecules can interact with infrared (IR) radiation by absorbing it
and converting that energy to molecular vibrations (heat). Since
these vibrational modes are quantized, only specific wavelengths
can be absorbed. This absorption behavior depends on the mo-
lecular structure of the compound being excited, therefore, this
type of spectroscopy provides a unique fingerprint for every mo-
lecule, and can provide a variety of other meaningful chemical
information [75]. In FTIR spectroscopy, the sample is irradiated
with polychromatic IR radiation from an interferometer, which is
then transmitted through the sample and collected by a detector,
forming what is called an interferogram. Using a mathematical
operator called the Fourier transform, this interferometer can be
used to build a spectrogram. Many different sampling techniques
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can be used to expose the sample to IR radiation, but one of the
most common and simple ones is called ATR (Attenuated Total
Reflection). In this type of instrument, the sample is placed on
top of a crystal (usually a diamond) which is irradiated with IR.
Most of this radiation is simply reflected inside the crystal, but
part of it is absorbed by the sample material on top of the crystal.
In order to perform this type of analysis without the influence of
atmospheric moisture, samples of the ionic liquids were collected
from the glovebox in sealed syringes and placed on the ATR’s
diamond window under flow of dry nitrogen gas using a funnel
(Figure 3.4).

N�

Sample Diamond 
window

Figure 3.4: FTIR-ATR funnel setup.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy operates by a different excitation mechan-
ism, and results in spectra with different characteristics, although
the fundamental molecular vibrational modes detected are the
same.10 Different from FTIR methods, in Raman spectroscopy, a10: While the vibrations are the

same, depending on molecular sym-
metry, some are only visible on Ra-
man for instance, being called Ra-
man active. The same can happen
on FTIR, being called IR active.

phenomenon called Raman scattering is exploited to generate a
signal. In order to create this Raman signal, the sample must be ex-
posed to radiation with higher energy than the one associated with
the molecular vibrational modes (since these vibrational states are
produced by interacting with IR radiation, the Raman excitation
source must be of higher energy). A series of different lasers with
wavelengths from ultraviolet to visible are commonly used for
this purpose. The choice of laser is quite important, since some
samples can exhibit fluorescence at certain wavelengths, which can
drown the weak Raman scattering signals. A few different things
can happen when these molecules interact with these high energy
(compared to IR radiation) photons (Figure 3.5). A ground state
molecule can be excited to a higher energy level (called a virtual
energy state) and simply decay back into that same state producing
Rayleight scattering. If instead of decaying to the ground state this
molecule decays to a level above the ground state by emitting a
red-shifted photon, it will produce Stokes Raman scattering. The
other possibility is that the incoming radiation hits a molecule that
is already excited, which means that when decaying back to the
ground state, the molecule will emit radiation that is blue-shifted,
producing the Anti-Stokes Raman scattering. This red-shifted ra-
diation (Stokes) is usually detected (since at room temperature it is
more intense compared to the Anti-stokes radiation) and used to
form a spectrogram. Importantly, the Raman measurements were
conducted using a Raman microscope (which is simply a Raman
spectrometer connected to an optical microscope), meaning that
samples have to be contained under the objective lenses (at the focal
plane) of an optical microscope. In the same way that water can
interact with the analytes and affect their FTIR spectra, it can affect
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Figure 3.5: Jablonski diagram for
different absorption and scattering
modes on vibrational spectroscopy.
Based on the work by Wikipedia
user Moxfyre [76].

the Raman spectra as well. Therefore, all samples were prepared
inside the glovebox and placed inside a specially designed (by Dr.
Mohammad Hasani) sample holder (Figure 3.6). Samples can also
be analyzed inside common NMR tubes, but it can result in issues
related to the Raman signals from the glass walls of the NMR tube.

3.4.2 Thermal analysis

In the context of this thesis work, thermal analysis was used to
determine the thermal stability of the protic ionic liquids, their
liquidus range, and to aid in the understanding of their transport
properties (by the use of Tg in conjunction with conductivity data).
Due to the intended application of these ionic liquids, they must
be stable and liquid in a wide range of temperatures. To determ-
ine their thermal stability, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
conducted, while to analyze their phase transition behavior, dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used. Indeed, this will
sound a bit repetitive, but once again, atmospheric moisture must
be taken into consideration when preparing and analyzing samples
of these compounds.

1 2

3 4

5

2

1

3
4

5

Figure 3.6: Custom-made air-tight cell. (1) Stainless steel body and lid, (2) rubber o-rings, (3) foam tube support, (4) glass
tube (bottom part of an NMR tube), (5) round glass coverslip (fixed to the lid with silicon grease).
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Thermogravimetric analysis

In TGA, a small sample of analyte (placed inside a small open
crucible, usually made of aluminium) is heated at a controlled rate
on top of a precision scale, which will record the weight change
over time. As the sample increases in temperature, vaporization
of volatile compounds and thermal decomposition (leading to
the formation of gaseous by-products) will lead to a decrease in
the sample mass (although some samples can increase due to
oxidation, depending on the atmosphere surrounding the sample).
This change in mass can be plotted as a function of time, forming a
TGA thermogram (as an example, see Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Example of a TGA ther-
mogram; in this case, the thermo-
gram for [C2HIm][TfO].

Crucially, in Paper I, we discussed how the way the samples are
analyzed can have a significant effect on the results. One common
practice in the ionic liquid literature is to perform a drying step
(inside the TGA instrument) on the sample before it is analyzed,
in order to remove absorbed moisture. This can be considered
appropriate for some thermally stable aprotic ionic liquids, but
protic ionic liquids can suffer significant thermal decomposition at
temperatures around 100 °C (120 °C for 30 minutes is a common way
of drying samples before analysis). If such a treatment is conducted,
it is extremely important to report it, since it will modify the
results. Another consideration is the atmosphere inside the oven.
Samples can be reactive towards oxygen at elevated temperatures,
hence, most TGA analyses happen under N2 atmosphere, which is
generally inert. This is however not how a sample would behave
under normal conditions (under regular atmosphere). It is also
important to consider that regular TGA experiments happen in
a few hours at most (with moderate heating rates), meaning that
they are not representative of the long-term thermal stability of
compounds. For instance, if we look at Figure 3.7 we will notice
that no significant change in the sample mass can be detected up
to around 350 °C; however, if the same sample was analyzed by
isothermal TGA (TGA at constant temperature) at 250 °C, a certain
amount of mass loss should be expected over a long experimental
period.11 Even the choice of material of the crucible can affect the11: This loss of mass has been

demonstrated for aprotic ionic li-
quids [77], and should be consid-
erably more pronounced for protic
ionic liquids [78], due to the revers-
ibility of the acid-base reaction that
forms them.

results [79]. Finally, when reporting TGA results, it is important
to not only provide the onset decomposition temperature, but to
provide the full thermograph as well as the peak decomposition
from the first derivative of the TGA curve.

For our experiments, no pre-heating treatment was conducted
(only conducted in Paper I, to show the effect of this heating
treatment), and to avoid absorption of moisture, the samples were
prepared inside the glovebox and introduced into the instrument
under nitrogen flow from a hose (by following the sample with a
hose until the moment it was inside the instrument). The specific
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details of how each sample was analyzed can be found in Papers I
and III.

Differential scanning calorimetry

In DSC analysis, a sample of analyte is submitted to heating and
cooling cycles while the heat flow to the sample is recorded. This
technique is commonly used to detect phase transitions, since they
usually result in the release or absorption of heat (exothermal and
endothermal). Transitions can also result in a change in the heat
capacity of the sample. The heat flow can be plotted as a function
of the sample temperature, creating a DSC thermogram (Figure
3.8).

150100500-50-100-150
T (°C)
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Liquid

Amorphus solid

Supercooled liquid

Figure 3.8: Example of a generic
DSC thermogram for an ionic liquid
being heated at a constant rate.

This figure is an oversimplification of the shape of a true DSC
curve since, in reality, artifacts and other events can trigger changes
in the heat flow, making a real DSC curve a bit more complex.
This illustration shows how some of the main transitions for ionic
liquids can be identified, with Tg being observed as a change in
heat capacity, Tc as an exothermal peak, and Tm as an endothermal
peak.12 Importantly, DSC is notoriously sensitive to experimental 12: Other transitions that are not rel-

evant to this thesis can happen as
well, such as solid-solid transitions.

variables (heating/cooling rates, crucible material, sample phys-
ical state, sample size, sample history, etc.), hence, it is important
to analyze samples under the same conditions. Some properties
like Tg are particularly sensitive, changing drastically with heat-
ing/cooling rates for instance. To deal with some of these issues,
samples are usually submitted to at least two heating and cooling
cycles, and the data reported usually doesn’t come from the first
cycle. Additionally, the appearance of certain transitions depends
on the heating/cooling rates. For instance, samples that are rapidly
cooled from the liquid state, are more likely to supercool and form
glasses. On the other hand, samples that are slowly cooled, can
have enough time to form crystalline structures.

In this thesis work, samples were analyzed in sealed (prepared
inside the glovebox) aluminium crucibles, which avoids the issue
of moisture absorption. In Paper I, two different methods (with fast
and slow cooling rates) were compared, while in Paper III only one
heating/cooling rate was used, in order to favor the detection of the
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glass transition. Further details about the experimental procedures
can be found in Papers I and III.

3.4.3 Transport properties

Pulsed-field gradient NMR spectroscopy

While the theory behind Pulse-field gradient NMR (PFG-NMR)
is too complicated to properly explain here,13 the idea is to create13: These references are excellent re-

sources to learn more about the fun-
damental theory behind PFG-NMR
and NMR in general [80, 81].

a position-dependent NMR signal inside the NMR sample. This
is accomplished by using a pulsed gradient field (a short pulse
electromagnetic field that has varying strength along the axis of the
NMR tube). This can be used to produce a signal that will decay (by
different amounts depending on the strength of the field) only if
the interacting nuclei are moving/diffusing (by Brownian motion),
due to the dephasing of the nuclei’s transverse magnetization
vectors. The intensity of this decay (expressed by the intensity of
the signals with and without the influence of the pulsed gradient
field) can be used to calculate self-diffusion coefficients (𝐷) by
using the Stejskal-Tanner equation [82]:

𝐼 = 𝐼0 × 𝑒−𝐷(𝛾𝑔𝛿)2(Δ−𝛿/3) (3.2)

where I is the signal intensity, I0 the signal intensity at zero
gradient, Δ the diffusion time, 𝛿 is the gradient pulse duration,
𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus studied, and g is the
gradient strength. By plotting the intensity of this decay (ln(I/I0))
vs 𝑘 (k = (𝛾g𝛿)2(Δ−𝛿/3)), the slope of the resulting curve will be
the 𝐷 of the species associated with that signal.

This analysis can be performed for multiple different nuclei, which
allows for the quantification of the 𝐷 of different species. In the case
of the work presented in Paper II, self-diffusion coefficients were
estimated for four distinct nuclei; i.e. the alkyl chain hydrogens,
ring hydrogens, NH hydrogen, and anion fluorine. This was done
in order to observe possible differences in the self-diffusion of
different species within the same ionic liquid (which will be further
discussed in the results and discussion section of this thesis).

The samples for this analysis were exactly the same as the ones
used for regular qualitative NMR (Figure 3.3). Details about the
parameters used can be found in Paper II.
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Figure 3.9: Ionic conductivity setup. (A) The entire setup inside the glovebox. Polar Bear Plus to the left, conductivity
meter to the right. (B) Zoomed-in details of the components of the setup.

3.4.4 Ionic conductivity measurements

The ionic conductivity of protic ionic liquids is very sensitive
to variations in moisture content, therefore, all measurements
reported in this thesis (Paper II and III) were performed using a
custom conductivity setup placed inside a glovebox (Figure 3.9).
Our objective was to create a setup that would allow us to perform
conductivity measurements in small volumes of ionic liquid (<0.5
mL)14 at a range of different temperature and without the influence 14: Since we wanted to analyze

small volumes of leftover samples
from the work in Paper I.

of atmospheric moisture. In order to achieve temperature control,
the Polar Bear Plus device was used, operating at temperatures
between 25 and 80 °C (temperature range chosen due to the
limitation set by the probe, which is rated to operate between
0 and 100 °C). Ionic liquid samples were placed inside small
glass test tubes, which were inserted inside a heat block with a
thermocouple placed next to the sample. A microconductivity
probe was used (parallel platinum electrodes) in conjunction with
a benchtop conductivity meter15 (which was calibrated outside 15: An important limitation of this

setup is that the instrument does
not provide any information (or con-
trol) on the frequency of AC voltage
applied to the sample, and ionic
conductivity is dependent on this
frequency. Still, the values meas-
ured were quite reasonable and com-
parable with the literature. Ideally,
this setup would be benchmarked
against results from other tech-
niques, like broadband dielectric
spectroscopy (BDS), which meas-
ures conductivity over a range of
frequencies.

the glovebox using an aqueous conductivity standard in the range
of conductivity of the ionic liquid samples). The variation in the
measured values was estimated using triplicate samples of the
aqueous conductivity standard and a commercial protic ionic liquid
([C2HIm][TFSI] from IoLiTec), resulting in a standard deviation of
0.02 and 0.002 mS/cm respectively. More details on this setup can
be found in Paper II.
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3.5 Molecular modeling

There are three fundamental steps in the molecular modeling work
conducted in this thesis work: the choice of level of theory, the
elaboration of a molecular model, and the final analysis of the
computational data. Since the field of computational chemistry
is constantly evolving (with the development of new functionals,
semi-empirical methods, geometry search algorithms, etc.), the
methods used in this thesis work changed from Paper I to Paper III.
Additionally, these changes also reflect my own personal develop-
ment in the field. In the next sections, I will try to explain how these
methods were selected and used to answer fundamental questions
about the chemical properties of the ionic liquids discussed in this
thesis.

3.5.1 Choosing a level of theory

The level of theory used will determine the accuracy of the en-
ergetic calculations conducted, as well as their computational
cost. Therefore, a mix of low- and high-level methods was used
to achieve a good balance between accuracy and computational
cost. As previously discussed, I chose to model these ionic liquids
as simple ion pairs, a popular approach that certainly has its
limitations16, but is quite effective at providing insight into how16: The limitations of such an ap-

proach have been discussed in refer-
ence [53]. Ionic liquids can certainly
be modeled as larger clusters of hun-
dreds of molecules using low levels
of theory [52], but attempting to per-
form high-level of theory calcula-
tions even with modest clusters (a
few ion pairs) is not a trivial task [83].
Interestingly, new multi-layer (using
multiple levels of theory in the same
calculation of a cluster of molecules)
approaches are available nowadays
[84], but are yet to become popular
in the field of ionic liquids [85].

modifications in the structure of these ionic liquids change their
electronic structures.

There is an incredible diversity of levels of theory available
nowadays. Hundreds of semi-empirical methods, DFT functionals
and basis sets. On top of that, several approximations and cor-
rections can be added to the calculations. Choosing between all
of these methods can feel overwhelming, but there are excellent
resources to help navigate this field [47, 50]. Benchmark studies
are some of the most valuable studies in the field of computational
chemistry [86], since they allow for the direct comparison of the
accuracy of various methods. In short, these types of studies com-
pare the results of a series of calculations (different properties
calculated for different compounds using different functionals)
to the results obtained from gold-standard methods. These stud-
ies usually provide good recommendations in regards to which
methods should be used, and which should be avoided.

From Papers I to III a series of different methods were used, from
MMFF94 (a molecular mechanics model) to the more sophisticated
𝜔B97X-D3BJ (hybrid DFT). The general objective was to use low
levels of theory for initial geometry screening and high levels of
theory for the final single-point energy calculations. The specific
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details about which levels of theory were used can be found in the
papers.

3.5.2 Geometry selection and optimization

One of the first steps in any molecular modeling experiment is the
creation of an initial geometry, which will be a starting point for
the next optimization steps. For that, a low level of theory method
can be used to optimize a drawn structure. In this thesis work, the
Avogadro software [87] was used to draw and optimize the initial
ion pair conformers at the MMFF94 [88] level. At this point, either a
manual or automated conformer search procedure was performed
(since as previously explained, protic ionic liquids can exhibit
several different low-energy conformers, and we should always
attempt to find the lowest energy conformer possible to represent
the bulk). In the case of the work from Paper I, a series of conformers
were manually generated using this level of theory, which were
further optimized using the semi-empirical method PM3 [89] in
the Orca software [90]. The two lowest energy conformers at the
PM3 level were further optimized at the Hartree-Fock level as
well as at the B3LYP-D3 [91–94] level. Finally, the lowest energy
conformer of the two was optimized using 𝜔B97X-D3BJ [95].17 17: In retrospect, using five different

levels of theory is certainly not ne-
cessary to achieve good results. For
example, the use of Hartree-Fock
and B3LYP-D3 was certainly not det-
rimental to the work, but could have
been avoided, resulting in similarly
good final results.

Although this procedure resulted in reasonable structures, auto-
mation could be used to explore even more conformers. Hence,
in Paper III, the CREST software [96] was used to perform auto-
mated conformer searches. This software is capable of construct-
ing, optimizing, and performing energy calculations in a large
number (thousands) of geometries/conformers using excellent
tight-binding semi-empirical methods (GFNn-xTB family of meth-
ods [97]).18 At the end of this conformer search, the top 10 lowest 18: To put this improvement into

perspective, this level of theory (spe-
cifically GFN2-xTB [97]) is signi-
ficantly more accurate than PM3
(which was used in Paper I) while
having a fraction of the cost. Further-
more, in my opinion, GFN2-xTB is
likely to perform better than some
very popular DFT functionals com-
monly used in the literature.

energy conformers were further optimized using the r2SCAN-
3c functional [98] (which even outperforms some popular DFT
functionals at a fraction of the computational cost). The lowest
energy of these conformers was selected for a final single point
energy calculation at the 𝜔B97M-V level [99], which was used
to calculate all the CDFT descriptors presented in Paper III. This
automated procedure is not only easier to conduct, but much more
comprehensive and thorough compared to manually selecting con-
formers, resulting in a much less biased conformer selection. Other
important considerations in the selection of conformers are the
choice of solvation models, dispersion corrections, and performing
vibrational frequency analysis. As previously discussed, solvation
effects are important in the modeling of protic ionic liquids, there-
fore, a few different solvation models were used. For the CREST
calculations, acetone implicit solvation using the GBSA model [97,
100] was used. For the DFT calculations, ethanol implicit solvation
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using the CPCM model [101] was used. These solvation models
are by no means perfect representations of the solvation effects
of other ionic liquid molecules, but can significantly improve the
results of the calculations [102]. Dispersion corrections are also
essential in these systems [103], since these forces dictate much of
the behavior of ionic liquids (apart from the very strong Coulombic
interactions). Finally, vibrational analysis must be performed to ex-
clude the possibility of these conformers being in a transition state
(since transition states will exhibit so-called imaginary vibrational
modes).

3.5.3 Analysis of the computational results

A lot of information about the molecular modeling experiments can
be extracted from the Orca output files (.out), like HOMO/LUMO
energies, single-point energies (total electronic energy of the sys-
tem), partial atomic charges, and vibrational frequencies. CDFT
descriptors can be calculated from the HOMO/LUMO energies
using Equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. These are only some of the pieces
of information that are immediately available after the calculation
is over, but a lot more can be done with the output files. For instance,
the Avogadro software [87] can be used to measure bond lengths,
observe animated vibrational modes,19 plot infrared simulated19: In this context, another valuable

software is called vibAnalysis [104].
It was used to aid in the assignment
of vibrational modes to the exper-
imental FTIR spectra presented in
Paper I. This software allows for a
less subjective analysis of these vi-
brational modes, since it provides a
list of all vibrational frequencies and
a description of the most prominent
displacements.

spectra and much more. Electrostatic potential maps, which can be
used to spot differences in the electrostatic potential (which can be
interpreted as being related to charge distribution) of the molecule,
were calculated using the Gabedit software (using the .wfn/.wfx
files from Orca as input) [105]. Finally, the MultiWFN [60] software
can be used for a number of different electronic analyses (normally
with the .wfn/.wfx files as inputs). In the case of Paper II, it was
used to calculate hydrogen bonding strengths [61], based on AIM
theory [63].
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4.1 Challenges on the synthesis of the bases

As discussed in the previous sections, before making any ionic
liquid, we needed decent amounts (up to 20 g) of pure (98+%)
and dry (under 1000 ppm) bases. All were synthesized using the
same alkylation reaction (Figures 4.1 and 4.3), but each synthesis
presented a unique set of challenges, which will be discussed in
the next sections. More experimental details on these syntheses
can be found in Papers I and III.

4.1.1 Triazole bases

Our first research project, which resulted in the publishing of
Paper I, had as a first objective the synthesis of 1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole.
Triazole is an interesting analog to imidazole, which has been
explored by other groups before [35], so we thought that it would
be interesting to see if viable (with interesting properties for the
intended application) protic ionic liquids could be made from
triazole and how their properties would change in relation to their
imidazolium counterparts. Our first attempt to synthesize 1-ethyl-
1,2,4-triazole was based on the work by Alpers et al. [106], which
described the synthesis of 1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole as well as a series of
other triazole compounds. Although this attempt was successful at
producing 1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole (verified by 1H- and 13C-NMR spec-
tra, see Figure 4.2), it also produced the dialkylated side product
(third product from top to bottom of Figure 4.1), which significantly
reduced the yield of the reaction. This probably happened since the
original procedure required a ratio of 1,2,4-triazole to 1-iodoethane
of 1:2 (probably with the intention of increasing the yield) and
a fairly small volume of solvent (10 mL of acetone per gram of
1,2,4-triazole). This resulted in a high concentration of alkylating
reagent, which promotes dialkylation.

I
K2CO3

Acetone, Δ, overnight
+

N N
N

N NH
N

N N
N I

N N
N

Figure 4.1: Synthesis scheme of
the alkylation of 1,2,4-triazole with
1-iodoethane. This scheme shows
some of the possible products from
this synthesis.
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This issue was resolved by decreasing the amount of alkylating
reagent (ratio of 1:1.2), which worked even with a reduced amount
of solvent (half of the original amount). Additionally, in the refer-
ence paper, the final crude product was distilled only once, which
we deemed to be insufficient for achieving high purity. Therefore,
our product was distilled twice, as well as treated with activated
charcoal and molecular sieves to remove colored impurities and
water. This resulted in a dry final product with a purity of 98.8%
(assay by GC). Another concern that needed to be addressed was
the possibility of the product being either a mixture of both alkyla-
tion products (1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole and 4-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole) or
not the isomer we were expecting (1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole). These
possibilities were quickly dismissed by analyzing the 1H-NMR
data for the purified product, since the product presented two
singlets (integrating for two hydrogens) in the aromatic region
(around 8 ppm), while 4-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole should present only
one since both ring hydrogens are equivalent (first product from
top to bottom of Figure 4.1). This result was further confirmed
by analyzing the 13C-NMR spectrum of the product as well as by
comparing both experimental with simulated spectra.

Figure 4.2: 1H-NMR spectrum of
the crude product from the first
alkylation of 1,2,4-triazole with 1-
iodoethane. Red markers show the
peaks related to the dialkylated side
product, while green ones mark the
desired product.
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4.1.2 Nitro- and cyano-functionalized imidazole bases

The initial objective of this project (which resulted in Paper III)
was to make ethylated nitro- and cyano-functionalized imidazole
bases,1 so that their corresponding ionic liquids could be com-1: The objective of this functionaliz-

ation was to increase cation acidity
[107], which could be beneficial in
fuel cell systems [11, 12].

pared with the ones investigated in Paper I. We were successful in
synthesizing 1-ethyl-4,5-dicyanoimidazole (up to approximately
10 g of product) after a few modifications compared to the syn-
thesis of 1-ethyl-1,2,4-triazole (changing the solvent from acetone
to acetonitrile and purifying the product by recrystallization in
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water). Motivated by the success of this reaction, we decided to
move to the ethylation of 4-nitroimidazole. This, however, proved
to be a much more challenging synthesis. It is easy to see why this
is the case by just looking at the possible products, compared to
the alkylation of 4,5-dicyanoimidazole (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Synthesis scheme of the
alkylation of 4-nitroimidazole and
4,5-dicyanoimidazole. This scheme
shows the conditions used in the fi-
nal optimized large batch reactions.

Since 4,5-dicyanoimidazole is somewhat symmetrical,2 the elec- 2: In the sense that it can tauto-
merize by exchanging a hydrogen
between the ring nitrogens

trophilic attack by a single molecule of the alkylating agent will
result in one product only. However, that is not the case for 4-
nitroimidazole, which can form two different products (also form-
ing the dialkylated compound). During the first small-scale trial
reactions, we noticed that the ratio between the main product and
the side product was close to 10:1 (as estimated from the integra-
tion of the aromatic peaks in the 1H-NMR spectrum of the crude
product, see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: 1H-NMR spectrum of
the crude product from one of
the first alkylation reactions of 4-
nitroimidazole with 1-iodoethane.
Red markers show the peaks related
to the regioisomer side product,
while green ones mark the desired
product.

A series of trial experiments were performed trying to adjust
this ratio and increase the selectivity of the main product,3 but 3: We tried changing the amount of

alkylating agent, amount and type of
solvent, changing the temperature,
trying a different alkylation reagent,
modifying the rate of addition of
the alkylating agent, and other vari-
ations.

consistently failed to affect the ratio between the isomers. Since we
couldn’t increase the selectivity of the reaction, our next option
was to develop a separation method. Unfortunately, that was
not simple at all, since both isomers are very similar, meaning
that their physicochemical properties are very similar as well.
We attempted to separate these compounds by distillation, but
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thermal decomposition started at the distillation temperature.
We were still able to collect a small amount of clear liquid from
this trial distillation, which by NMR analysis we determined to
be a mixture of both isomers, though with the minor product
in a higher concentration. That gave us the idea to modify the
structure of the base in an attempt to change its physical properties
(hopefully boiling point), and help with the separation.4

4: We were also hoping that by in-
creasing the alkyl chain length the
selectivity would change, since the
larger butyl chain might prefer to
attack the least sterically hindered
nitrogen (the one on the opposite
side of the nitro group). This how-
ever, did not happen, since the ratio
between products was almost the
same as the one in the ethylation
reaction.

After some
optimization of the butylation reaction (changing the solvent from
acetone to acetonitrile and increasing the reaction temperature
from 40 to 70 °C, in order to increase the yield), we managed to
get a crude product that could be purified by distillation. Multiple
rounds of distillation were still required to get a final product
that wasn’t highly colored (the first distillation resulted in a dark
orange liquid5 that crystallized upon cooling). At the end of these5: The orange coloration was a res-

ult of the freshly distilled product
being thermally degraded during
the distillation, which is a problem
unique to the Kugelrohr apparatus
used for these distillations (since the
product was condensing inside the
oven, meaning that it was still exper-
iencing high temperatures after con-
densation). This could potentially
be avoided by using a traditional
short-path distillation setup.

multiple distillations, the final product (1-butyl-4-nitroimidazole)
was an off-white solid with only trace amounts of the side product
being detected by 1H-NMR (99.8% purity by GC).

At that point, our next task was the synthesis of 1-butyl-4,5-
dicyanoimidazole, which thankfully was quite easy. The compound
was synthesized using the same conditions as in the butylation
of 4-nitroimidazole, resulting in a crude pale yellow liquid (after
a solvent extraction step) that was easily distilled into a clear
off-white liquid (99.8% purity by GC).

4.2 Challenges in the synthesis of the protic
ionic liquids

Figure 4.5 shows our first setup used to synthesize protic ionic
liquids. This first prototype was built with the objective of con-
structing a setup that would take into consideration all of the
concerns and constraints discussed in this thesis and in Paper
I (1:1 acid-to-base ratio, corrosion, no impurities, etc.). The idea
was to use the ionic liquid that was just synthesized as a type of
solvent to clean the addition funnel of any remaining acid traces,
avoiding the use of any solvents. This setup was filled up inside
the glovebox and transported (sealed) to a Schlenk line, where
it was connected to a nitrogen gas line. The freshly made ionic
liquid was recirculated using a peristaltic pump, with chemically
resistant tubing. Although the fundamental idea was good (and it
was quite fun to build and see working), it was too complicated
and impractical. However, this prototype gave me the inspiration
and insight required to build the setup later used in Papers I and
III.
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Figure 4.5: First prototype of a protic
ionic liquid synthesis setup. This
setup, uses a peristaltic pump to re-
circulate the protic ionic liquid from
the bottom to the top of the system.

4.2.1 Triazolium- and imidazolium-based protic ionic
liquids

The setup described in Paper I was well-suited to make the
triazolium- and imidazolium-based6 protic ionic liquids (Figure 6: Both imidazolium-based protic

ionic liquids studied in Paper I
were commercially available, how-
ever, the [C2HIm][TFSI] sample we
purchased from IoLiTec was too
impure (approximately 94% pur-
ity according to our own 1H-NMR
purity essay), hence we decided
to make our own. The only protic
ionic liquid that was not synthes-
ized was [C2HIm][TfO], since the
IoLiTec sample was deemed to be
pure enough (>99%).

4.6). Both precursor bases are liquids, which means that there was
always at least one precursor (acid or base) that was a liquid. Also,
the ionic liquids produced had fairly low viscosities, meaning
that they could be easily recirculated using the syringe, which
was necessary to ensure that all acid measured reacted with all
of the base measured. Although we were able to successfully use
this setup to make pure (98–99% m/m purity by quantitative
19F-NMR) and dry (128–553 ppm of water by KF titration) protic
ionic liquids, having to remove the entire setup (see Figure 3.2)
from the glovebox for cooling was a clear limitation, as previously
discussed in the Methods chapter.
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Figure 4.6: Molecular structure
and color coding of all the protic
ionic liquids considered in Paper
I and II. From top to bottom:
[C2HTr124][TfO], [C2HTr124][TFSI],
[C2HIm][TfO] and [C2HIm][TFSI].
This color coding is valid for data
from Paper I and II only.

4.2.2 Nitro- and cyano-functionalized imidazolium protic
ionic liquids

The synthesis of nitro- and cyano-functionalized imidazolium
protic ionic liquids (Figure 4.7) was performed in a similar way
compared to the one previously discussed,7 with one of the main7: [C4HIm][TFSI] was purchased

from IoLiTec and served as
a reference for an unmodified
imidazolium-based protic ionic li-
quid.

differences being the use of the Polar Bear Plus instrument.

By using this instrument, cooling and heating could be performed
inside the glovebox,8 eliminating the need to remove the setup

8: The Polar Bear Plus instrument
can only work if the surrounding
temperature is below 34 °C, mean-
ing that the temperature inside the
glovebox has to be kept low. Since
the volume of the glovebox is quite
small, the interior temperature can
rise quite significantly simply by op-
erating this instrument for an exten-
ded period of time, but the main
source of heat inside the glovebox is
the heat from the gas inlet (hot nitro-
gen gas coming from the glovebox
regeneration system). Thankfully,
there are many ways to deal with
this problem (like air-conditioning
systems, or intake gas water coolers).
In our case, keeping the doors of the
lab open and cooling the glovebox
with wet paper towels did the trick!

from the glovebox. Another important modification was the use
of a solvent, since one of the bases (1-butyl-4-nitroimidazole) is a
solid. Another difficulty we faced with one of these syntheses, was
the high viscosity of [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI], which made the
recirculating step impossible. To deal with that, the temperature
of the product was raised to 60 °C, which significantly reduced
its viscosity, making it possible to manipulate it with the syringe.
Since both of these ionic liquids were highly viscous, in order
to manipulate them (for the preparation of samples, etc.), this
same heating procedure was performed. Finally, it is important to
mention that we attempted to synthesize TfO-based protic ionic
liquids (by using triflic acid to neutralize the bases), however,
we were unsuccessful. During the addition of the HTfO acid to
the bases, solid products formed (even before the entire amount
of acid had been added), which appeared to have high melting
points (above 80°C most likely). Because of the formation of a
solid product, our synthesis setup is unsuited for the synthesis of
these types of compounds, unless a solvent is used. We believe that
even if a solvent was used and a 1:1 ratio between acid and base
was properly achieved, the final product was likely to have a high
melting point, which is not suitable for our intended application.
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Hence, we decided to only make TFSI-based compounds and not
further investigate the TfO-based counterparts.
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CF3 Figure 4.7: Molecular structure
and color coding of all the protic
ionic liquids considered in Paper III.
From top to bottom: [C4HIm][TFSI],
[C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] and
[C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI]. This
color coding is valid for data from
Paper III only.

4.3 Differences in acidity

4.3.1 Experimental evidence for increased acidity

To confirm the structure of all ionic liquids synthesized in this
thesis work, qualitative 1H-NMR (as well as 13C- and 19F-NMR) was
performed, using pure samples inside coaxial NMR tubes (Figure
3.3). This was done to analyze the chemical shifts of our species
without the influence of atmospheric moisture and a solvent (since
the DMSO-d6 is contained inside the inner coaxial capillary tube).
This NMR analysis not only confirmed that the structures of the
ionic liquids were as expected, but also gave us the first indication
that they have different Brønsted acidities.

Before looking at the experimental data, let us discuss my hypo-
thesis9 for how the acidity of protic ionic liquids might be related 9: Here, I mean that this needs to be

further verified by more studies on
these systems.

to the chemical shift of the NH hydrogen. The chemical shifts of
different nuclei are related to their electronic environment. Hydro-
gens around groups that donate electron density will be shielded,
while hydrogens in electron-poor environments will be deshielded,
and hence, will have a higher chemical shift. Electron-withdrawing
groups around hydrogen will pull electron density (deshielding
them, pushing their shifts to higher values, i.e. downfield), which
will also increase their acidity through the inductive effect. Hence,
this is the logic behind the claims about the effects of cation struc-
ture on the acidity of the N-H bond. Another factor that can
influence the chemical shift of these hydrogens is the structure of
the anion. Anions that form strong hydrogen bonds with the cation
(in the case of these protic ionic liquids the strongest hydrogen
bond is normally the one with the NH hydrogen), will draw a
hydrogen from the cation closer to them, deshielding it due to the
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weakening of the covalent bond between the hydrogen and the
cation. This means that strong hydrogen-bonding anions will cause
these protons to shift downfield, while weak hydrogen-bonding
anions will cause an upfield shift.10 This effect has been shown by10: Other effects can cause changes

in the hydrogen’s shielding, hence,
not all differences in chemical shift
should be attributed to changes in
the position of the hydrogen. There-
fore, I argue that the chemical shift
of hydrogens should not be used
as the only descriptor of acidity,
but used in conjunction with other
descriptors, in order to provide a
better assessment of the differences
in acidity between compounds.

studies in both protic [108] and aprotic [109] ionic liquids. in Paper
I, I made the argument that this weakening of the N-H covalent
bond by stronger hydrogen bonding increases the Brønsted acidity
of the cation. This logic is behind the claims regarding differences
in acidity due to anion selection. However, I now believe that this
might be wrong. Although the N-H bond will stretch in response
to a higher degree of hydrogen bonding, this hydrogen is still
strongly bonded to the entirety of the ion pair, meaning that it’s
not willing to leave the ion pair and protonate a third molecular
species (i.e. lower acidity due to a higher degree of hydrogen
bonding). This can be seen by comparing the Hammett acidity1111: The Hammett acidity function

can be used to determine the relat-
ive acidity of different ionic liquids,
by probing their interactions with a
third molecule (usually a nitroanil-
ine compound) by UV/vis spectro-
scopy [110, 111].

(H0) of acidic protic ionic liquids with different anions but the
same cation, with anions like BF4

– and TfO– displaying lower
H0 values (high acidity) while strongly coordinating anions like
CH3COO– display higher values (low acidity) [112, 113].

With this in mind, we can now analyze the Qualitative 1H-NMR of
the pure (no solvent) protic ionic liquids from Paper I (Figure 4.8)
and III (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.8: Qualitative 1H-NMR of
all ionic liquids from Paper I.

02468101214
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If we look at the NH peaks (singlets in the range of 14-10 ppm) of all
ionic liquids from Paper I, a clear difference in the chemical shifts
can be seen when comparing two ionic liquids with the same anion
(e.g. [C2HTr124][TfO] and [C2HIm][TfO], or [C2HTr124][TFSI] and
[C2HIm][TFSI]). The same can be observed for the ring hydrogens
(peaks in the range of 9-6 ppm). This difference in chemical shifts
can also be observed in the ionic liquids from Paper III (Figure
4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Qualitative 1H-NMR
spectra of all ionic liquids from Pa-
per III, recorded at two different tem-
peratures (black lines for 25 °C and
colored lines for 60 °C).

Whereas the NH peak for the unmodified [C4HIm][TFSI] can be
observed at 11.09 ppm (at 60 °C12), the functionalized ionic liquids 12: In order to reduce the viscosity

of the protic ionic liquids, the spec-
tra were collected at 60 °C (and com-
pared with the less resolved, broader
spectra at 25 °C).

[C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] and [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI] presented
shifts with higher values (12.32 and 12.37 ppm respectively). This
was the first indication of higher acidity from experimental data
and will be further explored in the next sections. Additionally, it
will be compared with other experimental results, as well as data
from molecular modeling experiments.

Another indication of the higher acidity of triazolium-based protic
ionic liquids comes from their FTIR spectra (Figure 4.10).

Wavenumber (cm -1)

Figure 4.10: Experimentally recor-
ded FTIR spectra (vertically offset
for clarity), of all ionic liquids from
Paper I, in the frequency region of
the N-H and C-H stretching modes.
Dashed lines correspond to the cal-
culated frequencies for the N-H
stretching.

The region of the N-H stretching mode (between 3400 and 2900
cm-1) can provide some additional information regarding the re-
lative acidity of these compounds. Stretching modes at higher
frequencies usually indicate higher bonding strength between the
atoms involved in the bond, as determined by modeling these
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vibrational modes using Hooke’s law.13 By describing these vibra-13: Hooke’s law for a classical har-
monic oscillator (�̃ = 1

2𝜋𝑐

√
𝑘
� ). 𝑘 is

the force constant (or spring con-
stant), � is the reduced mass and 𝑐

is the speed of light [75].

tional modes as classical harmonic oscillators, we can see that the
frequency of the vibrational modes is directly related to the force
constant (bond strength) of the "spring" formed by two atoms,
hence, higher frequency vibrations are related to stronger bonds.
In the context of Brønsted acidity, higher bonding strength means
lower acidity, therefore, the higher the vibrational frequency of an
N-H bond is, the lower its acidity will be.

By analyzing the FTIR of the ionic liquids in Paper I (Figure 4.10)
using this logic, it becomes clear that triazolium-based protic ionic
liquids must be more acidic (in agreement with the 1H-NMR
results) compared to imidazolium compounds. If we look at the
spectrum of [C2HIm][TFSI], we can see a broad band at 3271 cm-1,
which corresponds to the N-H vibrational mode. This band should
be present in all other protic ionic liquids, but it appears to be
shifting to lower vibrational frequencies from the lower spectrum
([C2HIm][TFSI]) to second from the bottom ([C2HTr124][TFSI]), in-
dicating that the change from imidazolium to triazolium causes
this shift.14 More on this analysis from the perspective of com-14: This same analysis was incon-

clusive in the case of TfO-based com-
pounds, since the N-H peaks seem
to be very broad and lower in intens-
ity. They are also overlapping with
other peaks in the region.

putational chemistry calculations will be discussed in the next
section. The same type of shift can be seen in the FTIR spectra of
the compounds from Paper III (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Experimentally recor-
ded FTIR spectra (vertically offset
for clarity), of all ionic liquids from
Paper III, in the frequency region of
the N-H and C-H stretching modes.
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Here, we can clearly see the effect of these electron-withdrawing
groups on the electronic structure of the imidazolium ring, since
the peak at 3263 cm-1 appears to have shifted to lower frequencies
(combining with the peaks in the center of the spectra, as evidenced
by the increased area under the curves).

All of these experiments seem to indicate the same, that by pulling
electron density from the N-H bond,15

15: Either by changing a carbon in
the ring by a more electronegat-
ive atom like nitrogen (changing
from imidazole to triazole), or by
adding NO2 or CN groups to the
imidazolium ring.

it’s acidity will increase. This
is a well-known effect, being described in many organic chemistry
books for other classes of organic compounds. Finally, the effect
of the anion on the acidity cannot be conclusively determined by
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these experimental methods, which will be discussed in the next
sections.

4.3.2 Computational insights on the increased acidity

Although the electron-withdrawing effect of a nitro group (or
cyano) is quite well known [107], the effect of having an extra
nitrogen in the cation ring (as is the case of triazolium as compared
to imidazolium) is not as obvious. To clearly see this effect, we can
look at the electrostatic potential map for two protic ionic liquids
from Paper I, i.e., [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] and [C2HIm][TfO] (Figure
4.12).

Figure 4.12: Electrostatic potential map (plotted on the electron density isosurface with a value of 0.007) for the
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] and [C2HIm][TfO] optimized ion pairs in the 𝜔B97X-D3BJ/cc-pVTZ/CPCM(Ethanol) level of theory.

There is a clear change in the electrostatic potential when comparing
[C2HIm][TfO] (on the right) to [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] (on the left). If
we substitute a CH for a N, electron density will start moving
towards that region of the ring, meaning that it will move away
from the N-H bond, making it more acidic.16 Bond polarization is a 16: Although this electrostatic po-

tential map was not calculated for
the ionic liquids in Paper III, a sim-
ilar effect should be present, where
the nitro and cyano groups would
accumulate electronic density.

clear indicator of acidity, with bonds that are highly polarized being
generally more acidic. One way of determining this polarization,
is to calculate the partial charges for the nitrogen and hydrogen in
the N-H bond using the CHELPG scheme (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Partial atomic charges
(CHELPG scheme) for all the
optimized ionic liquid ion pairs
from Paper I in the 𝜔B97X-
D3BJ/cc-pVTZ/CPCM(Ethanol)
level of theory. From left to right
respectively: [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO],
[C2HIm][TfO], [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI]
and [C2HIm][TFSI].
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If we analyze the CHELPG data for the two ionic liquids from
Figure 4.12, we can see that [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] has a higherΔ charge
(absolute difference in charges between the N and H atoms in the
N-H bond) of 0.4235 𝑒 compared to 0.3980 𝑒 for [C2HIm][TfO]. The
same trend can be observed for the TFSI-based compounds. N-H
bond length (Table 4.1) is another descriptor of Brønsted acidity.
The lengthening of a bond is an indication of decreased bonding
strength, which in the case of these N-H bonds, can indicate higher
acidity.

Table 4.1: Selected bonds and in-
teratomic lengths (Å) for all the
optimized ionic liquid ion pairs
from Paper I in the 𝜔B97X-D3BJ/cc-
pVTZ/CPCM(Ethanol) level of the-
ory.

Protic ionic liquid N– H (N)H···Oanion N(H)····Oanion

[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] 1.038 1.708 2.738
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] 1.025 1.858 2.882
[C2HIm][TfO] 1.031 1.763 2.787
[C2HIm][TFSI] 1.019 1.950 2.959

By comparing the N-H bond lengths of imidazolium- and triazolium-
based protic ionic liquids, a clear lengthening of the bonds can be
observed. For example, while the N-H bond in [C2HIm][TfO] is
1.031 Å, the one in the triazolium counterpart is 1.038. The same
lengthening can be observed for the TFSI-based compounds. The
differences in electronic structure also have an effect on the hy-
drogen bonding length, but this will be discussed in the context
of the changes in transport properties in a subsequent section.
These changes in the N-H bond lengths were also reflected in the
predicted N-H vibrational mode frequencies, as displayed by the
dashed lines in Figure 4.10.17 Another way of comparing the acidity17: Importantly, these vibrational

modes tend to be poorly estimated
by this type of DFT calculation,
since these are highly sensitive to
their chemical environment, which
is not appropriately modeled by
single ion pair computational ex-
periments. More about this will be
discussed in the Conclusions and
outlook chapter.

of molecules is by the use of CDFT descriptors, like electrophilicity
and electronegativity, which are derived from HOMO/LUMO
energy calculations. These properties relate to the ability of a
molecular system to attract and accept electrons, which means
that they are measurements of Lewis acidity [114, 115]. Brønsted
acidity has been demonstrated to generally (but not always) follow
Lewis acidity [59], for a series of different compounds, therefore,
electrophilicity18 and electronegativity might be considered to be18: Electrophilicity could even be in-

terpreted as electronegativity scaled
by hardness.

indicators of Brønsted acidity as well. Interestingly, in my experi-
ence, these descriptors appear not to be strongly affected by small
changes in the geometry of the molecule, which means that they
are somewhat robust when compared to other descriptors that
are very dependent on geometry (CHELPG charges, bond lengths,
and N-H vibrational frequency).19 With that in mind, we can now19: An extended discussion on this

can be found in the Conclusions and
outlook chapter.

analyze the calculated CDFT descriptors for the protic ionic liquids
in Paper I (Table 4.2) and III (Table 4.3).

Once again, there are indications that triazolium-based protic
ionic liquids are more acidic compared to imidazolium coun-
terparts. The triazolium compounds consistently present higher
electronegativities and electrophilicities. These results also seem
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Protic ionic liquid Eletronegativity (eV) Electrophilicity (eV)
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] 4.5839 1.7482
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] 4.8269 1.8888
[C2HIm][TfO] 4.1659 1.4525
[C2HIm][TFSI] 4.2305 1.5052

Table 4.2: CDFT molecular
descriptors for all the ionic liquid
ion pairs in Paper I in the 𝜔B97X-
D3BJ/cc-pVTZ/CPCM(Ethanol)
level of theory.

to indicate that TFSI-based ionic liquids should be slightly more
acidic, which would be in line with the previous discussion about
the effects of anion hydrogen bonding interactions on the acidity
of protic ionic liquids. A similar trend was found on the nitro- and
cyano-functionalized protic ionic liquids of Paper III.20

20: Keep in mind that these electro-
philicity values cannot be compared
between the two different Papers,
since they were calculated using dif-
ferent levels of theory.

Protic ionic liquid Eletronegativity (eV) Electrophilicity (eV)
[C4HIm][TFSI] 4.7085 2.0504
[C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] 5.9561 3.6593
[C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI] 5.6943 3.2998

Table 4.3: CDFT molecular
descriptors for all the ionic liquid
ion pairs in Paper III in the 𝜔B97M-
V/def2-TZVPD/CPCM(Ethanol)
level of theory.

The modification of the imidazole ring with nitro and cyano groups
has a drastic effect on the acidity of these types of protic ionic
liquids, as can be seen from the increase in the CDFT descriptors.
While the CDFT descriptors predict that [C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI]
should be more acidic than [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI], we could
not confirm this by analyzing the experimental data, meaning that
additional experiments would have to be performed to confirm
this prediction. The only clear result is that [C4HIm][TFSI] must
be significantly less acidic compared to the other two ionic liquids
from Paper III.

4.4 How does acidity affect the physicochemical
properties of protic ionic liquids?

Changing the acidity of the cations will have an effect on the
strength of the hydrogen bonding between the ions. Additionally,
changing the anions will also affect hydrogen bonding, as previ-
ously discussed. These changes will affect the properties of these
ionic liquids, since, apart from Coulombic interactions, hydrogen
bonding is usually the strongest intermolecular interaction between
ions in protic ionic liquids [116, 117]. Possible evidence for this
increased interaction between cation and anion can be seen when
analyzing the Raman spectra of triazolium- and imidazolium-
based protic ionic liquids, presented in Paper II (Figure 4.14). The
strongest Raman signatures in TfO- and TFSI-based ionic liquids
are usually the signals associated with stretching modes from
anion moieties (∼742 cm−1 mode related to �𝑠 S-N-S and �𝑠 CF3
in [TFSI], the mode at ∼760 cm−1 related to �𝑠 CF3 in [TfO], and
the mode at ∼1035 cm−1 related to �𝑠 SO3 in [TfO]21

21: These modes are well known in
the literature, and these assignments
were also confirmed by the DFT pre-
dicted spectra, as presented in Paper
I.), and these

modes have been shown to be sensitive to coordination strength
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Figure 4.14: Raman spectra recorded at room temperature for all protic ionic liquids in Paper II, i.e., [C2HIm][TFSI]
(green), [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] (yellow), [C2HIm][TfO] (blue) and [C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] (red). The insets (normalized) show
zoomed-in regions to visualize relative frequency shifts of [TfO]-related vibrations.

between [TFSI] and its counterion [118–121]. In short,22 blue shifting22: This hypothesis was discussed
in more detail in Paper II. (increase in Raman shift) of these frequencies should be associated

with stronger intermolecular interactions between [TFSI]/[TfO]
and their counterions. In Figure 4.14, we can see that changing the
cation structure from imidazolium to triazolium has a small but
measurable effect on the Raman shifts of these modes. Overall, these
modes are blueshifting, indicating that triazolium-based protic
ionic liquids have stronger intermolecular interactions (between
cation and anion) when compared to imidazolium counterparts.

This increase in intermolecular interactions can also be seen when
analyzing the hydrogen bond strengths (determined in the frame-
work of QTAIM theory [63]) vs N-H length or hydrogen bond
length (Figure 4.15). As the hydrogen bond length decreases, 𝐸HB
increases. This certainly makes sense, since this bond is being
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Figure 4.15: N-H bond length (A) and hydrogen bond length (B) as a function of hydrogen bonding energy (𝐸HB).
Calculated at the 𝜔B97X-D3BJ/cc-pVTZ/CPCM(Ethanol) level of theory.
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shortened by the increasing interactions between cation and anion.
The strength of this interaction increases from imidazolium- to
triazolium- based compounds, as well as from [TFSI]- to [TfO]-
based compounds. The higher coordination strength of [TfO]
compared to [TFSI] is certainly nothing new, being reported many
times in the literature. It is also clear that the elongation of the N-H
bond is related to an increase in 𝐸HB, which makes sense, since this
type of interaction can be imagined as a tug-of-war between anion
and cation, both pulling on the acidic N-H hydrogen. Overall, these
results seem to indicate that switching the cation ring structure
from imidazole to triazole will increase intermolecular interactions,
likely, due to the increase in hydrogen bonding. The same can be
said when going from [TfO]- to [TFSI]-based compounds, with
[TfO] resulting in stronger interactions. The introduction of a nitro
or cyano group to the imidazolium ring likely has the same effect
of increasing hydrogen bonding.

Another characteristic of these ionic liquids that can be explained
by the increased cation acidity is their thermal stability. It is well
known that the thermal stability of protic ionic liquids is related to
their ΔpKa [122, 123]. Hence, increasing the acidity of the cation
(which means reducing the basicity of the corresponding base)
will decrease the ΔpKa, and decrease the thermal stability. For
instance, while imidazole has a pKa of 18.6, 1,2,4-triazole has a
pKa of 14.8 [124]. The same reduction in pKa is expected when
adding electron-withdrawing groups to imidazole. These trends
in thermal stability can be clearly seen in the TGA data from Paper
I (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16: TGA curves of all protic
ionic liquids from Paper I recorded
under N2 atmosphere, without heat
treatment.

The most stable ionic liquid ([C2HIm][TFSI]) is the one with the
highest ΔpKa, and the one with the lowest is the least stable
([C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO]). Once again, if the acidity of the ionic liquid
is high (meaning that the cation wants to donate a proton), back-
proton transfer to the base is more likely to happen, forming more
volatile neutral species, which reduces the thermal stability of the
ionic liquid. The same can be seen for the ionic liquids from Paper
III (Figure 4.17).
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Figure 4.17: TGA curves of the nitro-
and cyano-functionalized protic
ionic liquids from Paper I recorded
under N2 atmosphere, without heat
treatment.
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Both functionalized protic ionic liquids, ([C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI]
and [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI]), show lower thermal stability
when compared to the reported [125] Td onset value (Table 4.4) for
the unmodified compound ([C4HIm][TFSI]), which is reasonable,
since both of the modified cations are significantly more acidic
due to the electron-withdrawing groups. The difference in thermal
stability between the two functionalized protic ionic liquids likely
cannot be explained simply by their difference in acidity, which
is likely related to the thermal stability of the precursor bases.
Importantly, although the thermal stability of protic ionic liquids
is highly related to their ΔpKa [122, 123], this is certainly not the
only factor determining their stability, so other factors must be
considered (like the thermal stability and boiling point of the
precursor acid and base). The compiled data for all ionic liquids
can be found in Table 4.4.23

23: When reporting TGA data, I be-
lieve it is important to present not
only the Td onset values but also Td
peak values as well as the full ther-
mograph. Together, this data paints
a more accurate picture of the beha-
vior of these compounds.

Table 4.4: Onset and peak decom-
position temperatures (estimated
from TGA) for all ionic liquids in this
thesis. The peak decomposition tem-
peratures were determined from the
first derivative of the TGA curves.

Protic ionic liquid Td onset (°C) Td peak (°C)
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] 343 383
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] 358 406
[C2HIm][TfO] 369 398
[C2HIm][TFSI] 428 458
[C4HIm][TFSI]1 354 N/A
[C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] 280 314
[C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI] 218 268

1 For this ionic liquid, values have been taken from data already
published in reference [125].

Finally, when interpreting this data, it is important to consider that
these types of experiments are run over small periods of time and
under an inert atmosphere. This means that the thermal stability
reported by these kinds of experiments is not representative of
the stability of these compounds under isothermal conditions.
For instance, if the Td onset temperature is 300 °C, it doesn’t
mean that the compound will suffer no decomposition before this
temperature. Long-term isothermal TGA (at ambient air conditions)
can be performed [126], but unfortunately, most researchers don’t
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have the resources to perform such type of analysis, since it requires
using the TGA instrument for long periods of time.

The phase behavior of protic ionic liquids is also related to their
acidity and the degree of coordination of the anion. The glass
transition temperature is particularly relevant in the context of
this thesis work, and although its dependence on intermolecular
interactions is quite complicated [29], in general, stronger attractive
intermolecular interactions tend to increase the Tg. Because of
this, it is reasonable that hydrogen bonding will affect Tg [28]. It
is also important to mention that Tg is notoriously sensitive to
experimental conditions, so it should be analyzed carefully (at
least under the same experimental conditions). The values of Tg
for all ionic liquids in this thesis can be found in Table 4.5.

Protic ionic liquid Tg (°C)
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TfO] -65.27
[C2HTr1, 2, 4][TFSI] -61.60
[C2HIm][TfO]1 N/A
[C2HIm][TFSI] -81.83
[C4HIm][TFSI]2 -84
[C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] -41.42
[C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI] -23.83

1 This ionic liquid did not present Tg, instead presenting Tc and
Tm at -18.26 and 22.27–29.11 °C respectively.

2 For this ionic liquid, values have been taken from data already
published in reference [125].

Table 4.5: Results from the thermal
analysis by DSC of all protic ionic
liquids in this thesis. Values are ex-
tracted from the 2nd cycle at a heat-
ing/cooling rate of 10 °C/min.

Overall, it appears that going from imidazolium- to triazolium-
based protic ionic liquids, there is an increase in the Tg. The same
increase is seen when functionalizing the imidazolium cation with
electron-withdrawing groups. Interestingly, only [C2HIm][TfO]
presented no glass transition, presenting crystallization and melt-
ing instead. Additionally, by using a slower cooling rate, crystalliz-
ation and melting of [C2HIm][TFSI] could be detected, as well as a
Tg (meaning that the compound formed crystalline and amorphous
regions while cooling).24 More discussions on the importance of 24: It is important to comment that

although no other transitions were
detected for most ionic liquids in
this thesis, it doesn’t mean that they
simply don’t exist. Maybe by chan-
ging the experimental conditions
(or even the purity of the ionic li-
quids), different transitions could be
observed.

these Tg values are presented in the next section.

4.5 Rationalizing the differences in transport
properties

Analyzing the transport properties of these compounds almost
feels like putting together all the pieces of the puzzle, since these
properties are dependent on all of the properties that we discussed
so far. So first, let’s discuss the most apparent transport property of
these compounds, their viscosity.25

25: Since no measurements were
made on the viscosity of these com-
pounds, this discussion is based on
the visual examination of their fluid-
ity.Starting with the least viscous
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ionic liquid in this thesis, [C2HIm][TFSI]. By looking at all the
data previously discussed, it becomes clear why its viscosity is so
low. It is the least acidic cation, with a weakly coordinating anion,
a small alkyl chain and it presents the lowest Tg. By switching
the imidazole for triazole, there is a small but noticeable increase
in the viscosity, likely due to the increase in acidity of the cation
(stronger intermolecular interactions between the cation and anion).
A significant increase in viscosity is seen when adding a nitro group
to the imidazole ring, once again, likely due to the increase in acidity.
Not only that, but the increase in the size of the cation (by using
a butyl and a nitro group) clearly has an effect [127], as well as
the increased possibility of 𝜋–𝜋 stacking introduced by the nitro
group. Finally, the ionic liquid with the highest apparent viscosity
is [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI] (which has a fluidity comparable
with thick honey). This is once again quite expected, since it is the
largest cation (with a rigid cation structure due to the linearity of
the CN groups), one of the most acidic and with two groups capable
of 𝜋–𝜋 stacking. This high viscosity can be deduced not only from
its Tg value (-22.83 °C) but also from its 1H-NMR spectrum at
room temperature, which is extremely broad and poorly resolved
(Figure 4.9).

These differences in viscosity were clearly visible when analyzing
other transport properties, like self-diffusion and ionic conductivity.
First, we will examine the self-diffusion measurements from Paper
II (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18: Self-diffusion coeffi-
cients estimated from PFG NMR
measurements for different 1H and
19F resonances and for all four protic
ionic liquids from Paper II at 34 °C.
The errors show the standard devi-
ation of the fitted diffusion coeffi-
cient.

The self-diffusion data for all four compounds clearly shows a
distinction between the self-diffusion coefficients of triazolium-
and imidazolium-based compounds, with the latter diffusing ap-
proximately twice as fast as triazolium compounds. The diffusion
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experiments also indicate that the exchangeable proton (NH) dif-
fuses primarily via the vehicular mechanism (since no significant
differences in the self-diffusion coefficients of the different hy-
drogens were detected).26 Interestingly, the two different anions 26: If proton transport was occur-

ring (to a significant degree) via the
hopping mechanism, one should ex-
pect the self-diffusion of the NH hy-
drogen to be faster than the ring or
alkyl group hydrogens [128].

seem to result in approximately the same self-diffusion coefficients,
meaning that the cation dictates the diffusion behavior of these
compounds. We speculate that once again, acidity and hydrogen
bonding are responsible for these differences in self-diffusion. Since
the triazolium compounds present higher acidity and stronger
hydrogen bonding (Figure 4.15), they should be expected to diffuse
slower compared to their imidazolium counterparts. A similar
trend was found in the ionic conductivity data for these compounds
(Figure 4.19).

25°C

80°C

triazolium

} imidazolium

} Figure 4.19: Ionic conductivity val-
ues (shown in a log scale Arrhenius
plot), for all protic ionic liquids in
Paper II. Measurements made in the
dry and inert atmosphere of a glove-
box, as a function of temperature.

The two families of compounds clearly segregate, with imidazolium-
based protic ionic liquids having higher ionic conductivities,
compared to their triazolium counterparts. Once again, we be-
lieve that these differences can be generally explained by the
same logic used to justify the differences in self-diffusion. A
similar trend was found for the compounds in Paper III (Fig-
ure 4.20). In this figure, we can see the clear difference in con-
ductivity between all three compounds, with the two modified
compounds clearly being lower in conductivity compared to the
reported values for [C4HIm][TFSI]. In fact, these two ionic li-
quids, ([C4H –4-NO2Im][TFSI] and [C4H –4,5 – (CN)2Im][TFSI]),
have the lowest conductivity values of any ionic liquid presented
in this thesis. This is quite reasonable, since they are the most
viscous (assuming that they behave as most other protic ionic
liquids, without any significant proton conduction by hopping
mechanisms) and likely the most acidic as well. Importantly, these
conductivities follow the Tg values, meaning that the higher Tg is
related to a lower ionic conductivity.
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Figure 4.20: Ionic conductivity val-
ues (shown in a log scale Arrhenius
plot) for all protic ionic liquids in
Paper III. Measurements made in
the dry and inert atmosphere of a
glovebox, as a function of temper-
ature. For [C4HIm][TFSI], original
data from a previous study are re-
produced [125].

As we previously discussed in the Background chapter, more
information about these protic ionic liquids can be extracted from
this ionic conductivity data. These plots can be scaled by using the
Tg values of the ionic liquids (producing the so-called Angell plot).
The result of this scaling can be seen in Figures 4.21 and 4.22.

Figure 4.21: Tg-scaled conductivity
plot (Angell plot) with the same ex-
perimental data shown in Figure
4.19. Note that [C2HIm][TfO] was
excluded, due to a lack of Tg. Dashed
lines fit to the experimental data.

The first noticeable thing in Figure 4.19 is the inversion of the
conductivity curves. While in the previous Arrhenius plot, the
conductivity curve of [C2HIm][TFSI] was above the triazolium
compounds, now it is lower. This happens because of differences
in fragility (a concept discussed in the Background chapter). If we
look back at Figure 2.4 and compare it to Figure 4.19, we can see that
[C2HIm][TFSI] has a behavior close to curve B, which in practice
means that when we heat it from its Tg, its conductivity increases
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in a slower rate compared to the triazolium compounds, therefore,
it is comparably less fragile (stronger).27 The same analysis applies 27: Fragility can also be determined

quantitatively, by fitting conductiv-
ity data with the VFT equation (2.1)
and estimating the D value. This was
discussed in more detail in Paper II.

to the data from Paper III (Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22: Tg-scaled conductivity
plot (Angell plot) with the same ex-
perimental data shown in Figure
4.20. Dashed lines are fits to the ex-
perimental data.

In this case, [C4HIm][TFSI] presents a significantly lower fragility
when compared to its nitro- and cyano-functionalized counterparts.
Overall, it appears to indicate that a higher acidity might be related
to a higher fragility. The origins of fragility are still not well
understood [129], but at least for protic ionic liquids based on
the decahydroisoquinolinium cation [130], it appears that their
fragilities are related to their ΔpKa, which is in agreement with
our findings. The origin of fragility in glass-forming liquids is
certainly more complex (cannot be attributed to a single descriptor),
but this data indicates that acidity (or at least its effects on the
intermolecular interactions) might play an important role.
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5.1 Summary of the main findings and results

As the title of this thesis implies, the research presented here
encompasses an exploration that delves into the very basics of
the synthesis of protic ionic liquids, how to analyze them, how to
computationally model them, and reflections on their fundamental
properties.

The work from Paper I, introduces the challenges in the synthesis of
pure and dry protic ionic liquids and proposes a setup (which was
further improved in Paper III) to address these challenges. With this
setup, a series of protic ionic liquids could be reliably synthesized.
These compounds were characterized using a range of different
techniques, with a focus on properties relevant to their intended
application in fuel cell systems. In order to do that without the
influence of atmospheric moisture, different methodologies for
sample preparation and analysis were also developed.

These analyses were further complemented by the use of molecular
modeling experiments, which provided a unique perspective on
how modifications to the structure of these protic ionic liquids
can affect their fundamental properties. The research from Paper I
demonstrated how changing the cation structure from imidazolium
to triazolium has a noticeable effect on the acidity of the ionic liquid,
which in turn, affects other properties. Despite their lower thermal
stability, elevated glass transition temperatures, and lower ionic
conductivity, triazolium-based protic ionic liquids are still quite
interesting and viable alternatives to imidazolium compounds and
we expect them to become more popular in the future (especially
if the higher acidity is beneficial to the intended application).

In Paper III, new nitro- and cyano-functionalized protic ionic
liquids were synthesized, resulting in protic ionic liquids that
seem to be highly acidic, a property that might be interesting
for catalytic applications where their high viscosity may be less
problematic. Once again, this high acidity was correlated to lower
thermal stability, higher viscosity, and lower ionic conductivity. It
is important to note, that this work also provides a new strategy
for developing acidic protic ionic liquids, which is quite relevant
since nowadays only two strategies are commonly employed (SO3H
functionalization or the use of acidic anions). It would be interesting
to explore if there are ways to modify these ionic liquids to reduce
their viscosity while maintaining their higher acidity. Not only
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that, but to also apply this strategy (electron-withdrawing induced
increase in acidity) to other types of cations.

These conductivity measurements were made possible by the
work conducted in Paper II, which describes the development of a
conductivity setup that can be operated (at a range of temperatures)
inside the confined and inert environment of a glovebox. The
results of these ionic conductivity measurements from Paper II
and III pointed to an interesting possibility, acidity (or at least the
difference inΔpKa between the acid and the base precursors) might
be correlated to fragility in protic ionic liquids. This clue might
be useful in the determination of the origins of fragility in this
family of compounds. Finally, the conductivity setup results still
need to be validated against other techniques, such as broadband
dielectric spectroscopy. Furthermore, the range of temperature at
which the setup operates might be able to be extended to -40 to
150 °C, which would certainly be interesting.

5.2 Improving the synthesis of protic ionic
liquids

An ongoing challenge within the field of protic ionic liquids is
the discrepancy in the reported properties of supposedly identical
compounds when synthesized by different research groups. While
a certain level of variability is expected in any field of organic
chemistry (and a certain degree of experimental error in the analysis
of these properties), the one I have personally observed in the field
of protic ionic liquids is in my opinion not acceptable. We must
develop better ways of making these compounds. While the latest
iteration of our synthesis setup (described in Paper III) is as simple
as we could make it (given the constraints and challenges discussed
in Paper I and III), there is still so much room for improvement.
The setup is still quite expensive, since it requires a glovebox and
the Polar Bear Plus system. Additionally, the synthesis procedure
is still fairly complex, as can be seen in the supporting information
video from Paper I. For instance, it would be interesting to see if
ionic liquids of similar quality could be made outside the glovebox,
by the use of Schlenk techniques. Overall, one of our hopes with
Paper I is that it will serve as a starting point for a larger discussion
on the synthesis of pure and dry protic ionic liquids.
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5.3 Reflections on the molecular modeling of
protic ionic liquids

Ionic liquids are flexible molecules. This means that even though
single ion pair modeling (when well done) can still provide a lot
of insight into the behavior of these molecules, it is certainly not
the best representation of these systems in the bulk. Therefore, I
would like to propose a few things to the community. Single-ion
pair modeling should only be used if several conformers were
screened at lower levels of theory (by using software like CREST for
instance). It’s not a perfect solution, but researchers should at least
try to find a global minimum (although they will arguably never
find it, at least an attempt was made to optimize the geometry as
much as possible, and not simply rely on serendipity to get a low
energy conformer). Furthermore, dispersion corrections should
always be used. Solvation models are also highly encouraged, but
more systematic studies on their effects must be conducted.

Single-ion pair studies could also potentially be improved by using
conformational ensembles and calculating their properties by
Boltzmann averaging according to the relative conformer energies.
Certainly not trivial, since this type of modeling might require
optimizing hundreds of ion pairs, depending on the molecular
flexibility.

Some studies on the modeling of clusters of ionic liquids have
already been conducted by the group of Prof. Ekaterina I. Izgorod-
ina and more should be encouraged. Due to the additional de-
grees of freedom imposed by the modeling of clusters, this is no
trivial task, but I believe that significant progress could poten-
tially be achieved by the use of multilayer modeling schemes (e.g.
ONIOM).

Regarding my own approach to extracting data from single-ion
pair experiments: in my opinion, more systematic studies must be
performed to validate the conclusions from this thesis regarding
the acidity of protic ionic liquids. Not only that, but the dependence
of the molecular descriptors (bond length, HOMO/LUMO ener-
gies, 𝐸HB, etc.) on the geometry must also be further explored. For
instance, in my own experience, I’ve noticed how HOMO/LUMO
energies are quite robust to small changes in the molecular geo-
metry, while N-H vibrational frequencies can be quite sensitive.

Although I’m quite confident about the overall computational
findings of the research presented in this thesis (i.e. triazolium
compounds are likely to be more acidic compared to imidazolium
ones, same for nitro- and cyano-functionalized compounds), I
believe that with time, as methods get better, some specific data
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points presented here could be contested (a certain bond length,
atomic charge, electrophilicity, etc.). Importantly, the same can be
said about a large number of published studies. Still, it is important
to acknowledge such limitations. These limitations should not
discourage others from performing similar experiments, but should
always be taken into consideration when analyzing the results.
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